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From my classroom to yours...

After 14 years in the classroom, I made the decision join a team pursuing a unique idea: to build fully 
comprehensive, immersive, engaging math curriculum. The decision didn’t come easily. I still regarded my 
students as “my kids” and there was still much more I wanted to master in my trade. However, my decision 
stemmed from the fact that I was still spending hours upon hours, day-in, day-out, looking for better content 
for my students. I felt there had to be a better way. Now, as I have had the opportunity to travel to schools 
around the country and see the MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum in action, I know I made the right 
choice. 

Part of it comes from knowing that the resources make life a little easier for teachers to bring engaging 
content to their classes. The other part is that now I can see the results of the most valuable lesson I learned 
from that last year in the classroom. During that time, I was inspired by a MidSchoolMath Professional 
Development workshop and began to build my first piece of rich curriculum based on the idea that students 
would learn math by ‘climbing’ Mt. Everest. My colleague and I worked hard to create videos to immerse our 
students and develop problem sets where the math made sense in context, such as learning proportional 
relationships by determining how many Yaks are needed for the trip. Yet, I was scared the idea would not 
be relevant to my students for whom math has held no purpose, and that they wouldn’t care about Everest. 
Many of my students had never ventured outside of their state, much less across the world to a little-known 
country in the Himalayas. “Just what in the world,” I worried over and over, “was I thinking when I started this 
project?” 

Then I saw it. The smiles of my kids, a bit of increased perseverance in their efforts, and a better understanding 
of complex problem solving when the unit of measure was a real Yak they had just seen in video at 20,000 
feet, instead of a clip art picture of apples in a textbook. I also had a bit more fun during my day because I 
was excited to be on a journey with my kiddos. Today, you will find that original project, Expedition Everest 
in the MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum. I still want to make improvements to that work, having 
learned even more since, but I hope it gives you some insight to what I learned in my classroom my final 
year–that the cliché of accomplishing what you really want to see happen, starts with overcoming fear and 
taking that first step toward something new. My students ‘climbed’ Everest, got better as mathematicians, 
and I got better as a teacher.

Megan LeBleu is the Director of Curriculum at MidSchoolMath and is a nationally board-certified 
teacher who taught math at a high-poverty middle school in Albuquerque, New Mexico for 14 years. 
During those years, she collaborated with fellow teachers, making math curriculum engaging and 
accessible to students.

Welcome to MidSchoolMath!

A message from Megan LeBleu, Director of Curriculum
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Curriculum Overview
Curriculum Designed to STOP THE DROP
For 20 consecutive years, US students have shown the largest decline from 4th to 10th grade on 
international test scores in math. The phenomenon, called ‘The Mid School Math Cliff’, is so pervasive, it 
can be seen in nearly every district in the country. The reason for the drop is simple: tests in earlier grades 
are computationally-oriented, while the more advanced concepts, tested in the later grades, are focused 
primarily on conceptual learning with more applied, multi-step problem sets.  In the US, heavy reliance on 
calculation-based curricula continues even into the middle grades, when practice with conceptual logic 
structures is so critical for algebra preparation. 

around the country. We are proud to present full comprehensive curriculum for schools and districts. Our 
blended print and digital math curriculum for 5th to 8th grades is specifically designed for educators seeking 
a more conceptual approach to mathematics instruction in preparation for Algebra I and more advanced 
courses.

Our unique approach to curriculum features The Math SimulatorTM, which provides students an immersive 
experience to practice defining variables and create problem-solving strategies, often prior to receiving data 
for computation. This method allows for students to engage in a math problem without being overwhelmed 
with information; rather, they seek to explore the data to find what is relevant and meaningful to a question. 
Thus, this method reinforces in the minds of the students that math has purpose. The Math SimulatorTM is 
simple to implement in the math classroom and is delivered using the highest-quality media available in 
film, animation and print. The curriculum is designed not only to enhance student engagement, but also 
to provide stronger visual representation of concepts with focus on logic structures and mathematical 
thinking for long-term comprehension. Additional tools, such as daily practice with the adaptive Test Trainer 
Pro, provide achievement gains for summative assessments such as classroom exams and state tests. 

Students go into algebra unprepared, and as a 
result, Algebra I is the most failed course in middle 
school, high school and college. Because the drop 
in mathematics performance is so common across 
the US, and has such far-reaching implications 
for both our children and our country, curricula 
focused on addressing the ‘cliff’ is needed.

Overcoming a problem of such magnitude requires 
that students have significant time working with 
a curriculum focused on developing and defining 
variables in concrete, “real-life” scenarios before 
moving on to the abstract. 
 
For nearly a decade, MidSchoolMath has been 
building content and software with corresponding 
professional development to address challenges 
faced by school administrators and teachers

1

The Mid School Math Cliff

Nearly every US school district shows a decline in math 
scores during the middle grade years.



'Assessing Readiness' Checklist

1 Research conducted by MidSchoolMath as part of NSF SBIR Phase I research, initiated in 2016 and continuing under a 2017 Phase II award.  
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MidSchoolMath is a direct product of extensive research into the complex US math crisis. As a nation, we 
can do better and must invest resources directly into the breaking point: middle school mathematics. While 
technology is perceived as inherently innovative and interactive, the fundamental structures of leading 
computer-based math programs remain didactic and do little to address the essential issue of how to teach 
math more effectively. Our Comprehensive Curriculum represents our steadfast dedication and central edict 
that we think speaks most clearly to educators. Going well beyond technologies, MidSchoolMath strives 
to build partnerships with schools and districts that want to help students see that math is relevant and 
holds value and meaning in the world. We infuse this concept throughout our curriculum and professional 
development and invite you to give us feedback after you have experienced one of our lessons or attended 
one of our trainings or conferences. 
 
MidSchoolMath is specifically designed to address the ‘The Mid School Math Cliff’. MidSchoolMath 
Comprehensive Curriculum has shown greater achievement gains, hour for hour, in randomized controlled 

trials compared to other curricula.1 MidSchoolMath emphasizes 
structured, conceptual learning to prepare students for Algebra I. An 
adaptive trainer supports student learning and differentiation. Math 
facts training is included, but with less emphasis than either conceptual 
or adaptive training. 

MidSchoolMath works best in schools with reliable access to the 
internet and devices at least three days per week. MidSchoolMath 
Comprehensive Curriculum is specifically designed for schools and 
districts focused on achieving long-term growth through committed, 
methodical improvement. 

This checklist allows teachers to evaluate their level of readiness for adopting the MidSchoolMath 
Comprehensive Curriculum and to offer a clear and systematic approach to maximize efficiency for proper 
implementation.

Team, including leadership, is looking for a conceptually-focused curriculum designed to prepare 
students for algebra and more advanced courses. 

Schools have solid internet access, and teachers have working projectors and working sound system. 

Students have ‘one-to-one’ access to computers at least 2-3 times per week for adaptive training. 

Professional development time is planned with resources to support PD included in the budget. 

Leadership takes a long-term view with a methodical plan to continue implementation of a 
conceptually-based math program. 



Test Trainer Pro provides adaptive, low-stakes 
practice testing with feedback to foster 
student achievement. 

Milestone Assessments are summative 
evaluations of student learning in each 
cluster.

All Domains Review is designed as the student 
year-end ‘Final Product’, generally a small 
booklet created by the student highlighting 
their primary learnings from the year. 

Assessments

Adapted to highest achievement gains 
and assessments of student proficiency.

Intensives

Enhanced to facilitate understanding 
‘across’ standards including multi-step 
problem solving.

Distributed Practice is designed to give 
students experience with exposure to all 
grade level content in a short time period 
(<week).

Game-Based Curricula developed exclusively 
by MidSchoolMath represent the highest 
level of contextual learning of math 
concepts with multi-step problem solving 
practice.

Story Projects and Other Intensives are 
additional math problems developed by 
MidSchoolMath teachers and leading 
math experts such as Dan Meyer, Jo Boaler, 
MathShell and Khan Academy that utilize 
multi-standards and domains of learning.

Standards & Lessons

Designed for mastery and conceptual 
understanding of individual standards.

The Math SimulatorTM  provides an immersive 
experience to develop conceptual 
understanding in rich, narrative contexts in 
multi-digital forms.

Teacher Instruction responds to specific 
learning needs and offers clarity of student 
misconceptions and makes concrete–to– 
abstract connections.

Detailed Lesson Plan provides a step–by–step 
guide per standard.

Clicker Quizzes are whole-class, low-stakes 
tests administered to enhance long-term 
recall of concepts.

Practice Printables bring repetitive exercises in 
a printed format and provide opportunity to 
transfer learning to state tests.

Student Reflections provide a synthesis of 
learning and represent the highest level of 
student work. 

Curriculum Structure
MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum blended digital and print content is designed to transform 
the math classroom utilizing principles of teaching and learning that have the highest effect sizes for 
increasing student achievement. The curriculum was developed with the goals of supporting teachers 
in ease of planning and implementation as well as delivering unprecedented student engagement. The 
MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum shifts how math is presented by creating a ‘real-world’ context 
using a Math SimulatorTM, which provides students the practice of defining variables and determining what 
is needed to solve the problem. In addition to the core curriculum (Standards & Lessons), MidSchoolMath 
integrates Intensive and Assessment elements to enhance conceptual learning with adaptive tools for 
core skill development.
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Standards & Lessons
Lessons contain multiple components, each specifically designed to offer students several avenues to master 
the individual standards. For example, The Math SimulatorTM emphasizes conceptual learning, whereas the 
Clicker Quiz greatly increases long-term retention of the concept. All lessons include a Detailed Lesson Plan, 
Math SimulatorTM, Clicker Quiz and Practice Printable. Teachers are encouraged to develop Teacher Instruction 
to directly respond to classroom needs and complete select lessons with a Student Reflection. 

Detailed Lesson Plan
The Detailed Lesson Plan provides a step-by-step guide with specific learning objectives, activities and 
protocols with classroom time allotments and organization for each standard. The Detailed Lesson Plan 
includes suggestions for differentiation and instructional practices, or ‘moves’, as well as additional resources 
including tips for the English Language Learner student. Detailed Lesson Plans are available on the Teacher 
Dashboard by standard.



The Math SimulatorTM

The Math SimulatorTM serves as the kick-off to each and every lesson. It is the central component of 
MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum, designed to provide a strong conceptual foundation of the 
mathematical standard. The Math SimulatorTM is structured with the following sequence:

1. 

2. 

Immersion: The first video launches 
students into a rich, contextual situation 
in which a math problem naturally arises. 
The video ends with a simple question. 
For example, Can the guard afford 
the all-inclusive resort? Most notably, 
the Immersion video typically does 
not include data needed to solve the 
problem, triggering students to analyze 
the context in which the problem is 
to be solved. Following the Immersion 
video, teachers are encouraged to use 
protocols to facilitate classroom dialogue 
about strategies and estimated solutions, 
stemming from student intuition and 

Data and Computation: In the Data & Computation stage, students receive the information they need to 
solve the problem and are encouraged to collaborate with one another to confirm or critique answers. 
Teachers are encouraged to be 'less helpful' during this period, answering questions from students 
with additional questions rather than confirming strategies or providing solutions.

3. Resolution: After students have worked toward a solution in the Data & Computation stage (usually 
between 20 and 40 minutes based on professional judgment), teachers should play the Resolution 
video demonstrating how the math problem was solved and providing the resolution of the story. 
After the Resolution video, teachers should provide 7-10 minutes of direct instruction to formalize the 
math, while linking back to the story narrative to make sense of abstract concepts. 

students receiving the specific information they need to solve the problem. In this way, students 
acquire practice with specifying variables, foundational for later algebra. The work students do before 
receiving data is critical for complex problem solving skill development which leans heavily on 
constructing logic structures. 

Answer: Cicero cannot aff ord the resort. He is 2 denari short. 

MidSchoolMath 1

Being able to work with dollars as units relative to time is one of the most fundamental standards to prepare 
students for fi nancial literacy. In Vacation Day, Cicero the Guard and his colleague are discussing vacation. 
Cicero gets one day of vacation every year. This year he wants to go to an all-inclusive resort, and he hopes 
to get a pedicure. Students must determine whether Cicero can aff ord to go to the resort.  The data provided 
are Cicero’s Guard contract and the resort pamphlet. 

LESSON:  VACATION DAY
Can the guard aff ord the all-inclusive resort?

Vacation Day

6.RP.A.3bRatios & Proportional Relationships

Solve unit rate problems including those involving unit pricing and constant speed. For example, 
if it took 7 hours to mow 4 lawns, then at that rate, how many lawns could be mowed in 35 hours? At 
what rate were lawns being mowed?

Immersion

Play Vacation Day Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Can the guard aff ord the 
all-inclusive resort?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your answer 
make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Vacation Day Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

The Math SimulatorTM 
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

Teacher Instruction
Teachers are encouraged to prepare a 7-10 minute Teacher Instruction to follow completion of The Math 
SimulatorTM when students are reflecting on a ‘concrete’ example and are able to extend their thinking to the 
‘abstract.’ This component of the lesson should be developed by the teacher in direct response to specific 
needs in the classroom based on his or her professional judgement. Lectures can be developed using 
guidance and standard math procedures from the Instruction at a Glance section of the teacher’s guide. 

Teacher Instruction should highlight misconceptions teachers have observed in class and build on previous 
learning. Because a deep understanding of the math concepts to be addressed is critical to developing 
various instruction formats and addressing the impromptu needs of the classroom, MidSchoolMath 
recommends teachers utilize multiple resources to prepare Teacher Instructions.

4



Clicker Quiz
The Clicker Quiz is an essential element to every standard, enhancing students’ long-term retention of  
math concepts through a principle of learning called the ‘testing effect’. The Clicker Quiz also serves as a 
primary formative assessment for teachers to modify teaching practices. The technology, which provides 
the classroom distribution automatically and highlights the correct answers, allows teachers to identify and 
follow up any learning gaps with specific instruction.

Classroom implementation  is simple. Teachers launch a quiz for the whole class with the clickers accessed 
via school device (iPads, Chromebooks, laptops) through the individual student accounts. No specialized 
hardware is required. Six questions are provided per standard, ranging from contexts similar to those in The 
Math SimulatorTM, which are more ‘concrete’ to more ‘abstract’ versions of the standard as might be seen on 
standardized tests.

Teachers are encouraged to vary protocols for the Clicker Quiz, such as asking 
students to work in pairs, individually, or in group formats. Teachers may also 
ask students to record answers on paper occasionally prior to voting. Following 
the Clicker Quiz, teachers are encouraged to a provide a brief 3-5 minute 
mini-lesson for any item students are clearly misunderstanding. Notably, 
Clicker Quizzes are a learning mechanism in and of themselves, even without 
additional instruction. Initial research indicates that use of the Clicker Quizzes 
results in nearly a full standard deviation of additional growth in learning.

It is critical that students be allowed to ‘fail safely’ in an ungraded format during 
the quizzes. The Clicker Quiz is based on research conducted by MidSchoolMath 
indicating an effect size of nearly a year of growth in achievement with 
consistent use. For this reason, the Clicker Quiz is considered essential for every 
standard. A whole-class Clicker Quiz allows teachers instant group feedback to 
determine any learning gaps and adjust their teaching accordingly.

MidSchoolMath 2Vacation Day

6.RP.A.3bRatios & Proportional Relationships 

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

Cicero, the Guard of the Window, 
dreams of earning 6 denari for 
every 8 days worked. At that rate, 
how many denari would Cicero 
earn if he worked 24 days?

D 32 denari

C 18 denari

B 4 denari

A 3 denari

Joey Chestnut holds the record for eating 70 hot 
dogs in 10 minutes.

What is Joey’s hot dog eating rate?

D 60 hot dogs 
per minuteC 3 hot dogs 

per minute

B 7 hot dogs 
per minuteA 17 hot dogs 

per minute

The top speed of this car is 225 miles per hour.

Which rate is faster than that?

D 630 miles in 
5 hoursC 916 miles in 

4 hours

B 450 miles in 
3 hoursA 300 miles in 

2 hours

Lola can read 8 pages in 
3 minutes. 

D 10 pages

C 38 pages

B  80 pages

A 11 pages

Giraffes eat about 90 kilograms of food in 3 days.

Which set of numbers complete the table?

A 45, 75, 105, 135, 165

B 30, 60, 180, 360, 450

C 90, 180, 270, 360, 450

D 30, 60, 180, 270, 350

Days

Food
(kg)

1 2 3 6 12 15

90

12 oz.

16 oz.
24 oz.

$2.40
$1.44

$1.32

Which drink is the best deal?

C LargeB MediumA Small

Gladys: Avoid rushing to set up a proportion to solve 
ratio problems in Grade 6, as it is not required at 
this level. Encourage strategies such as ratio tables, 
tape diagrams, double number lines, and other 
intuitive strategies used by students. Give students 
opportunities to share their own creative methods 
with classmates.

Kevin: Provide students opportunities to analyze 
various rates and unit rates, taken from real-world 
contexts, and appearing in diff erent forms (written 
text, table, graphs). Consider assigning these rates/
unit rates in the various forms to students and ask 
them to fi nd classmates with matching rates/unit 
rates.

Megan: Ask students to use the skills in this standard 
to create and solve their own real-world problem; 
then have students exchange with each other.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #6
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Determine the unit rate for each of the given rates.

Small: $1.32 ÷ 12 oz. = $0.11 per oz.

Large: $2.40 ÷ 24 oz. = $0.10 per oz.
Medium: $1.44 ÷ 16 oz. = $0.09 per oz.

B: Medium
2 Select most economical option.

5



Practice Printable
This component helps round out a 
standard, including elements that perhaps 
weren’t directly addressed in The Math 
SimulatorTM tasks or the in the Clicker Quiz. 
It is not necessary for the Practice Printable 
to be completed for every standard, 
although we encourage teachers to have 
students complete it for any standards 
deemed essential for state testing, or in 
preparation for Milestone Assessments to 
be utilized for grades.

The Practice Printable allows students to 
work without computer technology, either for individual practice or for incorporating creative techniques 
and methodologies such as stations, pair-share, jigsaw, peer teaching or other protocols.  We encourage 
protocols that allow students to collaborate with one another by sharing ideas, affirming and/or critiquing 
those ideas, and also defending their own ideas.

VACATION DAY
Can the guard aff ord the all-inclusive 
resort?
Cicero the Guard looks forward to his one vacation day every year. 
After a small raise, Cicero now earns 6 denari for every 5 days of 
work. He has 35 more days of work until his vacation day.  

The resort he has chosen is all-inclusive, meaning meals and spa 
services are included in the cost.  This year, though, he wants to go 
all out and purchase brand new attire. He has made a list of what 
he hopes to buy.

Determine if Cicero can aff ord his vacation day.

6.RP.A.3b

Solve unit rate problems 
including those involving 
unit pricing and constant 
speed. For example, if it took 
7 hours to mow 4 lawns, then 
at that rate, how many lawns 
could be mowed in 35 hours? 
At what rate were lawns 
being mowed?

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Vacation Day 1 of 2

Can Cicero aff ord his vacation day?

Yes

42 denari
Earnings:

41 denari
Costs:

APPLYING THE STANDARD

Three friends each mow lawns on the weekend to earn extra money. How many lawns can each 
friend mow in 10 hours?

During two hours of television, there are approximately 29 minutes of commercials. If one watch-
es television for fi ve hours, how many minutes of commercials will be shown?

1)

2)

MidSchoolMath Vacation Day 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Ricardo
16 lawns in 8 hours

__ lawns in 10 hours

Julia
14 lawns in 5 hours

__ lawns in 10 hours

Kenneth
15 lawns in 6 hours

__ lawns in 10 hours

If the sales rates remain constant, order the car dealerships from most cars sold per month to 
least cars sold per month.

Aiko is hoping to buy her grandparents a ceramic bowl for their anniversary. The bowl costs 
$112.00. At her job, Aiko earns $40 for 5 hours of work. How many hours does Aiko need to work 
to buy her grandparents the bowl?

3)

5)

On average, it takes 3.4 minutes to download a 100-Megabyte 
video fi le. At this rate, how long will it take to download a 
4-Gigabyte movie fi le? (1 GB = 1024 MB)

4)

Autos ‘R Us
9 cars sold in 9 days

Motor World
4 cars sold in 8 days

Quality Ride
5 cars sold in 2 days

Car Nation
6 cars sold in 10 days

Car Dealership

Least

Most

Cars sold each 
month

20 28

In fi ve hours, about 72.5 minutes of commercials will be shown.

It will take approximately 139.3 minutes (2 hours 19 minutes) 
to download a 4-Gigabyte movie fi le.

Quality Ride

Aiko needs to work 14 hours to buy her grandparents the bowl.

Motor World

Autos 'R Us
75
30
18

15

Car Nation

25

Student Reflection
The Student Reflection assignment at the end of a    
lesson warrants special attention. The two primary 
purposes of the Student Reflection are for students 
to (1) synthesize their work, and, (2) create a visual 
representation, triggering a ‘memory cascade’ of the 
math concept. 

A Student Reflection is comprised of four elements: 
a title, a full-color image, a written narrative of the 
mathematics learned in the standard, and a unique 
standardized question developed by students. The 
image itself is more than a picture for looks: the image 
creates a memory cascade accessing the mathematics 
learned in the standard and enhancing long-term recall 
of the concept. The standardized item aids in transfer of 
learning to other contexts, and the narrative reflection
deepens conceptual learning of the standard. Teachers 
typically choose to do reflections for 8 – 10 standards 
per year due to the time-intensive nature of these 
student products.

The Student Reflection is an acceptable methodology 
for 'constructed response' on a test which asks for 
drawings, letters and descriptions as an answer. 
Student creation and revision of the Student Reflections 
are practices that lead to better responses and scores. 

Date PeriodName

Instructions:
1. Draw a visual representation of the story and math concept. Include a “relevant title”. Be creative and use color!
2. Write a clear explanation of the math concept in the story.
3. Show the math problem from the story and its solution.
4. Create your own multiple choice test question using the same math concept from the story. Circle the correct answer.
5. Use the rubric below to grade yourself by circling how you did in each category. Turn this in with your Student Refl ection.

My drawing and title 
are creative, colorful, 
and relevant to the 
story. I put sincere 
eff ort into my work.

My math explanation 
is clear and concise. 
I showed complete 
understanding of the 
math concept.

My solution to the 
math problem is 
correct and shows my 
work.

My test question is 
original and directly 
relates to the math 
concept. I have the 
correct answer.

My test question is 
original and directly 
relates to the math 
concept. I have an 
incorrect answer.

My test question is 
not original, but it 
relates to the math 
concept. I have the 
correct answer.

My drawing and 
title are somewhat 
creative, colorful, 
and relevant to the 
story. I put good 
eff ort into my work.

My math explanation 
is somewhat clear 
and concise. I 
showed partial 
understanding of the 
math concept.

My solution to the 
math problem is 
incorrect, but shows 
my work.

I didn’t include a 
title, but my visual 
is creative, colorful, 
and relevant to the 
story. I put some 
eff ort into my work.

My math explanation 
is not very clear 
nor concise. I 
showed limited 
understanding of the 
math concept.

My solution to the 
math problem is 
correct, but does not 
show my work.

I didn’t include a 
visual representation. 
I included a relevant 
title, but my eff ort 
was minimal.

My math explanation 
is not clear. I didn’t 
understand the math 
concept.

My solution to the 
math problem is 
incorrect and does 
not show my work.

My test question 
doesn’t relate to the 
math concept.

I didn’t include a 
visual representation 
or title.

I didn’t explain the 
math.

I didn’t include a 
math problem or 
solution.

I didn’t include a test 
question.

Visual 
Representation

4 3 2 1 0

Math 
Explanation

Math 
Problem

Test 
Question

MidSchoolMath

STUDENT REFLECTION 
This will help you with in-depth understanding.

Example:

Student Refl ection 1
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Intensives
Teachers consistently report engagement of students to be among the greatest challenges in the classroom. 
Likewise, conceptual learning is difficult to achieve. The Comprehensive Curriculum is designed to address 
these concerns on a daily basis, while focused Intensives in game-based learning, visual learning, and story-
projects provide built-in breaks and opportunities for deeper learning. All Intensives and curricula units, 
from 5th to 8th grade, may be used repeatedly for new concepts and as support for remediation in other 
grades to facilitate understanding of prior concepts in a deeper, more meaningful way. 

Distributed Practice
Distributed Practice (sometimes called ‘spaced practice’) is interspersed throughout all grade levels and is 
an essential part of the curriculum. Rather than providing all domains sequentially, Distributed Practice is 
designed for students to acquire practice with the overall curriculum for their grade level in a short span of 
time. That is, by employing the Clicker Quiz and Teacher Instruction methodologies, teachers can provide an 
overview of all domains and a broad range of standards in the span of a single week. The methodology for 
Distributed Practice modules is relatively simple with the Clicker Quizzes launched each day in conjunction 
with short interactive Teacher Instruction lectures. 

Distributed Practice includes a variety of standards from all domains and is planned into each year. 
Facilitation is simplified using the MidSchoolMath Test Trainer and Clicker Quiz system, thereby reducing 
preparation time. Although these modules are brief (typically a single week), Distributed Practice is widely 
shown to have greater effects in learning than traditional block (mass) practice.2 Specifically, classroom 
methodologies that rely on mass teaching of highly-related concepts in long blocks (6 to 8 weeks) fail to 
provide sufficient opportunity for students to draw on unique strategies. Distributed Practice encourages 
students to make connections between content units. In the modules, teachers should quiz students in a 
'no-stakes' environment on concepts that have been taught previously, and concepts that have not yet been 
introduced, in all domains. This allows prompt retention of prior learning and 'prime' learning mechanisms 
of new ideas. 

MidSchoolMath recommends the inclusion of two to three one-week Distributed Practice periods during 
the year where ideas from all domains are introduced. Specifically, MidSchoolMath recommends the use of 
our Distributed Practice Clicker Quiz modules in combination with daily practice on the adaptive test trainer, 
switching each day between various domains. Teachers should plan a single, brief lecture (5-7minutes) on 
a concept from one domain each day. During these 'high' learning weeks, high stakes assessments or tests 
should not be given. If mandatory grades are required, homework assignments or quizzes are best. 

Game-Based Curricula
MidSchoolMath aims to provide the richest, most conceptual problem sets ever developed in math 
education. Our game-based components support this goal, providing students with a rich and robust game 
play experience that fosters critical thinking and understanding. MidSchoolMath games were developed to 
ensure that math is presented coherently within the context of the game and story each and every time a 
math problem is encountered. Through the game play experience, students develop a sense for the purpose 
of math, which also supports recall and comprehension, along with deeper understanding of critical math 
concepts. The games are modular, intuitive and designed for use in the classroom environment. 

2 John Dunlosky, Katherine A. Rawson, Elizabeth J. Marsh, Mitchell J. Nathan, Daniel T. Willingham. (2013). Improving Students’ Learning With Effective Learning 
Techniques: Promising Directions From Cognitive and Educational Psychology. Psychological Science in the Public Interest.  Vol 14, Issue 1, pp. 4 - 58



The award-winning Ko’s Journey is based on 6th grade standards (recommended for use at the end of 5th 
grade and/or at the beginning of 6th grade) and is focused on proportional relationships, considered the 
conceptual lynchpin to successful learning of mathematics through middle school. Students assume the 
role of 'Ko' in an ancient rite-of-passage journey and use math to overcome challenges, calculate travel 
distance and speed, as well as solve equations that vary depending on the load they must carry and the 
biome they are traveling in.

EMPIRES, set in the dawn of civilization, is a socially-networked math game covering all 7th grade standards 
(recommended for 7th grade or for review in the beginning of 8th grade). Students transform into an ancient 
Mesopotamian 'ruler' and manage the problems of their empire, such as how wide to build their granary, or 
determining the distance to trade with neighboring empires. EMPIRES was created with support from the 
US Department of Education’s Institute of Education Science, with the intention to provide the richest, and 
most effective, game-based education technology available today.  

Teacher-Selected Units
Most teachers have lessons they have developed or found that they know their students will love! The 
MidSchoolMath Library contains some of our favorite project-based units like Two Trains, Expedition Everest 
and Iditarod. The Library allows teachers to simply copy the units and assign to students, as well as create 
and add their own units to their Curriculum in the Teacher Dashboard. Teachers may also source units from 
other leading math experts such as Dan Meyer, Jo Boaler, Marilyn Burns, MathShell and Khan Academy. In 
5th grade, MidSchoolMath offers two weeks of Visual Connection activities as the recommended intensives. 
Teacher-Selected Units may also include assignments and Clicker Quizzes developed by the teacher directly 
on the MidSchoolMath system that can be delivered digitally to their classrooms.

Assessments
Test Trainer Pro
Test Trainer Pro is among the most powerful tools available to increase student achievement; however, it is 
important to understand why and how it works for best implementation. Test Trainer Pro acts as a low-stakes 
learning tool for students to practice testing under more relaxed and stress-free conditions. As an adaptive 
tool, Test Trainer Pro is designed to elicit the largest gains in student achievement possible in the shortest 
period of time. You may see up to an additional 1.2 years of growth by including Test Trainer Pro three days 
per week. Improper implementation will lead to smaller gains. 

Test Trainer Pro integrates four leading evidence-based practices to enhance student learning and 
comprehension:

Productive Failure: Research on Productive Failure indicates that students show greater, longer lasting achievement gains 
if they experience some degree of “safe failure” prior to being taught a math concept. Test Trainer Pro is designed to allow 
students to fail without consequence in a nonthreatening environment.

Distributed Practice: Distributed Practice, in which students are exposed to a variety of item types across multiple domains, 
shows one of the highest effect sizes in learning, as students must draw on novel strategies to problem solve.

Delayed Feedback: After each set of four items, Test Trainer Pro provides Delayed Feedback, showing both the student’s answer 
and the correct answer. Delayed Feedback provides higher learning effects than Immediate Feedback (response after each 
item) especially when an item is at the student’s ability level. 

Testing Effect: The Testing Effect is learning that occurs during the testing process itself, even without instruction. In other 
words, teaching math concepts prior to students using Test Trainer Pro is not necessary for students to see achievement gains 
because, over time, students begin to fill-in learning gaps through testing itself.

•

•

•

•
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How Test Trainer Pro Adapts 
Students begin at the lowest level (a zero proficiency) and, as they answer items correctly, they are 
challenged by more difficult questions. Each item is given a value of difficulty based on continuous data 
from overall national student performance in Test Trainer Pro. After approximately three 12-minute sessions 
within a domain, Test Trainer Pro has assessed each student’s ability and adapts math items to their individual 
proficiency level. Domain level feedback in the form of a proficiency level is given after every four questions, 
and should be considered a 'snapshot' for that moment in time. Snapshots accumulate over time, revealing 
customized trends from zero proficiency to mastery (90+ proficiency, at which time the domain is considered 
complete). 

Milestone Assessments
Milestone Assessments are provided for each cluster per grade (approximately 10 per grade level). The 
Milestone Assessments are automatically graded, yielding percentage of items answered correctly. These 
summative assessments provide a basis for grading that teachers may wish to include in their overall 
assessment process. 

Milestone Assessments are crafted to include items of varying difficulty estimates and are correlated 
assessments of each cluster. Scores can be ‘cleared’ by the teacher, allowing students to retake the 
assessment, providing the opportunity for mastery of the subject. The practice of retaking assessments is 
highly recommended by MidSchoolMath, and leads to greater long-term learning and retention.

All Domains Review
Each year ends with an All Domains Review, a period focused on reinforcing student learning and retention. 
From a pedagogical perspective, one of the most effective methods for students to review prior learning 
is to construct their own materials explaining the math standards. Students create a final product in the 
form of a small booklet to be shared during a student-led conference. Rather than end the school year with 
lessons of moderate interest, MidSchoolMath recommends that the final student product should pass a 
rubric as a final exit grade of pass/fail.  

9



Summary of Curriculum Components

10

Detailed Lesson Plan: The Detailed Lesson Plan provides a step-by-step guide with specific learning objectives, activities and protocols 
with classroom time allotments and organization for each standard.

The Math SimulatorTM: The Math SimulatorTM is designed specifically for students to acquire experience with complex problem-solving 
strategies, including defining variables, multi-step computation, and strategy development. The structure is simplified for teachers to 
launch the immersion video, followed by asking students what they need to know. The answers may be recorded or formalized on chart 
paper, whiteboard or interactive board, and students may be encouraged to create strategies to solve problems prior to receiving the data 
to do so. Protocols should vary. In the second stage, data is given, and students work to a solution. Finally, the resolution is provided by the 
video, serving as confirmation.  

Teacher Instruction: It is recommended that Teacher Instruction follow immediately after The Math SimulatorTM when students are reflecting 
on a ‘concrete’ example and are able to extend their thinking to the ‘abstract.’ This lesson component is developed by the teacher in direct 
response to the specific needs in the classroom to highlight misconceptions and build upon previous learning. Lectures can be developed 
using guidance and standard math procedures from the Instruction at a Glance section of the teacher's guide. Teacher Instruction may also 
include assigning Instructional Videos to individual students or whole-class available via the Teacher Dashboard for additional support.

Clicker Quiz: Each standard includes a Clicker Quiz. This is the primary formative assessment for teachers to gain a basic level of analysis of 
group knowledge of the standard. This group quiz is designed to allow students to ‘fail safely’ at transferring their knowledge to contexts 
other than the Math SimulatorTM and enhance learning through peer teaching and occasional Teacher Instruction during the quiz. Teachers 
should vary protocols from question to question to foster conversations. The Clicker Quiz is an essential element for every standard and 
should not be considered ancillary to teaching concepts. Achievement gains in teaching standards with the Clicker Quiz are substantially 
higher including this component. 

Practice Printable: The primary purpose of the Practice Printable is to allow students additional practice with concepts they have already 
learned in both the Math SimulatorTM and Clicker Quizzes, yet in a more flexible setting. Teachers may wish to provide time that is not 
technology driven. Teachers are encouraged to utilize protocols that vary teaching methodologies for Practice Printable as outlined in the 
Protocols section.  

Student Reflection: The Student Reflection is composed of the following four elements: A title, a full-color image, a written narrative of the 
mathematics learned in the standard, and a unique standardized question developed by students. The image itself is more than a picture 
for looks: the image creates a memory cascade that accesses the mathematics learned in the standard and enhances long-term recall of the 
concept. The standardized item aids in transfer of learning to other contexts, and the narrative reflection deepens conceptual learning of 
the standard. Teachers typically choose to do reflections for only 8-10 standards per year due to the time-intensive nature of these student 
products.  

Distributed Practice: Distributed Practice is designed for students to acquire practice with the overall curriculum for their grade level in a 
short span of time. That is, by employing the Clicker Quiz and Teacher Instruction methodologies, teachers can provide an overview of all 
domains and a broad range of standards in the span of a single week.

Game-Based Curricula: Exclusive games developed by MidSchoolMath ensure that math is presented coherently within the context of 
the game and story each and every time a math problem is encountered. Through the game play experience, students develop a sense for 
the purpose of math, which also supports recall and comprehension, along with deeper understanding of critical math concepts.

Teacher-Selected Units: Teachers are encouraged to source or develop their favorite lessons that offer deeper learning opportunities. 

Test Trainer Pro: As an adaptive program, Test Trainer Pro works exceptionally well as an opener to class on a frequent basis. Teachers are 
encouraged to utilize the Test Trainer Pro for 7-9 minutes each day. Students will see their scores per domain each week, which provides a 
sense of growth. The Test Trainer Pro takes advantage of three of the largest effect sizes in learning: delayed feedback, distributed practice 
and an engine to provide students items at their ability level. The combination leads to improvement without additional teaching. Specifics 
to reading the Test Trainer Pro graphs are provided in the Software Instructions section.  

Milestone Assessments: Milestone Assessments are provided for each of the clusters per grade (approximately 10 per grade level). The 
Milestone Assessments are automatically graded, yielding the percentage of items answered correctly. These summative assessments 
provide a basis for grading that teachers may wish to include in their overall assessment process. 

All Domains Review: Each year ends with an All Domains Review, a period focused on reinforcing student learning and retention.
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Planning the Year
Scope, Sequence & Pacing
MidSchoolMath provides general sequencing and 
pacing guidelines; however, this does not imply 
that all teachers must be on exactly the ‘same 
page’ on the same day. While that approach may 
appear cohesive, the more essential aspect is how 
that content is taught. If focus is given to effective 
methodologies, with a general sequencing tool 
to support teachers, practices that show greater 
effect sizes for learning are more often utilized.  

MidSchoolMath finds that teachers report the 
greatest challenge in math programs to be ‘fitting 
all the content in’. Indeed, volume of content  
exceeds more than can be addressed in the 
course of a year. Utilizing the MidSchoolMath 
Comprehensive  Curriculum, a typical math 
standard can be taught in 3 to 4 days, though 
a differing number of days may be devoted 
based on a teacher’s professional judgement. 
Our recommendation, broadly, is to consider the 
general scope, sequence and pacing, and, when 
pressed for time, teachers should omit lower 
effect size practices (such as block repetition). The 
Math SimulatorTM, Clicker Quizzes, Test Trainer Pro, 
and Teacher Instruction are considered essential 
for all standards, and can be compressed, in 
a pinch, to two days. This approach is more 
effective than ‘skipping standards’ altogether.
Teachers can use the Scope and Sequence Chart to begin planning for the year and reorganize as needed. 
The online tutorials, available in the Help section of the software, provide core implementation guidance, 
which greatly reduces the time needed to learn the program. Teachers can focus first on learning the basics 
of a teaching a single lesson, then plan for introducing Intensives and Assessments. 

Scope and Sequence Chart

5th Grade

6 weeks

6 weeks

Key

6 weeks

6 weeks

6 weeks

6 weeks

5.OA: Operations & Algebraic Thinking (3 weeks)

5.NBT: Number & Operations in Base 10 (6 weeks)

5.NF: Number & Operations - Fractions (9 weeks)

5.MD: Measurement & Data (6 weeks)

5.G: Geometry (4 weeks)

All Domains Review (4 weeks)

5.OA.A.1, 5.OA.A.2, 5.OA.B.3

5.NBT.A.1, 5.NBT.A.2

5.NF.A.1, 5.NF.A.2

5.MD.A.1, 5.MD.B.2

5.G.A.1, 5.G.A.2

5.NBT.A.3, 5.NBT.A.4

5.NF.B.3, 5.NF.B.4a, 5.NF.B.4b

5.MD.C.3a, 5.MD.C.3b, 5.MD.C.4

5.G.B.3, 5.G.B.4

5.NBT.A.5, 5.NBT.B.6

5.NF.B.5a, 5.NF.B.5b, 5.NF.B.6

5.MD.C.5a, 5.MD.C.5b, 5.MD.C.5c

5.NBT.B.7

5.NF.B.7a, 5.NF.B.7b, 5.NF.B.7c

Intensive (1 week)

Distributed Practice Module (1 week)

Intensive (1 week)

Distributed Practice Module (1 week)

Core Curriculum

Distributed Practice Module
Intensive

All Domains Review



The following provides a basic outline of each scope of content in Grade 5 and more detail on timelines:

5.OA Operations and Algebraic Thinking – 3 Weeks
5.OA provides practice with Algebra at its most basic level.  While as a domain it only includes 3 standards, beginning the year with 
this domain also means that time spent is likely split across a number of other commitments, including review of Grade 4 content, 
formative tests, and basic school protocols. 

Grade 5 Intensive – Visual Connections- 1 Week
After completing the 5.OA domain, MidSchoolMath recommends an intensive focused on mathematical visuals. This is, in part, to 
support the algebraic thinking learned in 5.OA. Our lesson plans for this Grade 5 Intensive, called Visual Connections, are structured 
differently than our typical lessons, and do not include any computer or projector-based media. They rely on print and easily- 
constructed manipulatives that enhance student learning. There are five lessons, one for each day of the week, ideally. 

5.NBT Number & Operations in Base Ten - 6 Weeks
5.NBT is a six-week unit encompassing a diverse array of standards, many of which are the conceptual foundations for place-
value, which underlie numerous standard algorithms. Students without proper skills in 5.NBT will have great difficulty in later 
mathematics. A consideration for pacing is that it is more effective to complete the domain in the six-week period, and provide 
additional review later if needed, in contrast to adding time to the domain. 

Grade 5 Distributed Practice Module – 1 Week
The distributed practice modules in Grade 5 utilize the Clicker Quiz methodology to review and preview all Grade 5 domains. 
Teachers may wish to vary their practices to include additional lessons from individual standards found in the Detailed Lesson 
Plans. Teacher-selected modules or activities are also appropriate substitutes for Distributed Practice Module days.

5.NF Number & Operations – Fractions – 9 Weeks 
5.NF is the largest domain in Grade 5 with 11 standards. At nine weeks, the domain allows additional time for visual modeling 
(found in the Detailed Lesson Plans). Expect that students will have additional gains from these practices, which will lead to a 
greater understanding of algorithms associated with fraction operations. Teachers should consider including Student Reflections 
for many of the 5.NF lessons. 

Grade 5 Intensive – Visual Connections- 1 Week
The second Visual Connections intensive week supports additional content. Like the first Grade 5 intensive, these lessons are 
structured differently than our typical lessons, and do not include any computer or projector-based media. They rely on print and 
easily-constructed manipulatives that enhance student learning, with five lessons, one for each day of the week.

5.MD Measurement & Data – 6 Weeks
5.MD is a six-week unit which builds the foundation for future work with both data and geometry.  A major focus of 5.MD is 
the introduction of three dimensions and volume, both of which often challenge students’ spatial skills initially. We recommend 
providing ample exposure to the ideas of 'packing' a figure with cubes,  'filling' a figure with liquid, and discussing various units 
of volume and what they represent.

Grade 5 Distributed Practice Module – 1 Week
The distributed practice modules in Grade 5 utilize the Clicker Quiz methodology to review and preview all Grade 5 domains. 
Teachers may wish to vary their practices to include additional lessons from individual standards found in the Detailed Lesson 
Plans. Teacher-selected modules or activities are also appropriate substitutes for Distributed Practice Module days.
 
5.G Geometry – 4 Weeks
5.G allows students to bolster their logic skills when classifying figures based on a hierarchy, and also sets them up to understand 
and apply coordinates in various situations. Because it may be the final domain for the year, consideration should be given to 
selecting standards from this domain to include earlier in the year as appropriate, and as time permits. 

All Domains Review – 4 Weeks
The final component of the MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum is an All Domains Review.  MidSchoolMath recommends 
a final student project, wherein students create their own textbook, summarizing their personal learning from each domain in 
Grade 5.
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DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 - 4
Test Trainer Pro Test Trainer Pro Test Trainer Pro

Practice Printable (cont'd.)Clicker QuizImmersion 

Data & Computation

Resolution

Teacher Instruction Practice Printable

Student Reflection

Milestone Assessment
(After completion of cluster)
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Planning a Lesson
Each lesson follows a distinct pattern and comes with a brief overview as well as a Detailed Lesson Plan. As 
helpful as those lesson plans can be, nothing prepares a teacher more for delivering a lesson than actually 
doing the lesson first. This practice allows them to play the role of the student, to anticipate student thinking, 
and pinpoint likely areas of struggle. Doing the math also prepares teachers for asking critical questions 
during the Data & Computation work time and helps them make mathematical connections during Teacher 
Instruction. By spending the time as a student, a teacher will more readily see connections to prior and future 
standards and will be prepared to identify student work that will help make those connections, highlight 
misconceptions, and illustrate creative problem solving. Doing the math also gives the teacher a more 
realistic idea of pacing for the lesson based on the level of students in the class and the rigor of the math. 

Day 1
➤   Start with Test Trainer Pro 
Individual lessons begin with ensuring that students can log into MidSchoolMath, and spend at least a 7-9 minutes on Test Trainer 
Pro. 

➤   Launch the Immersion Video
The start of any lesson is The Math SimulatorTM, where a problem is posed to the class in the Immersion. Students should enter the 
problem on their level, using their own intuition and prior knowledge to process the problem. They should be thinking alone, and 
also with classmates, about what information is needed to find a solution. Strategies to reach a solution may come up naturally, 
and if they do, students may also create an initial ‘plan-of-attack’ for the problem. Teachers should give students plenty of time to 
define and discuss what they need to know to solve the problem and/or what ideas, thoughts, or questions they have about the 
problem. They should validate students’ contributions, but consider pushing them for clarity in their thoughts and precision in 
their language. Recording students’ thoughts is another option, as they may be used for reference throughout the lesson. 

Suggested Sequence 



➤   Share Data & Computation
During the Data & Computation phase of The Math SimulatorTM, students receive the necessary mathematical data to now utilize 
strategies they developed during the Immersion. Students should be in problem-solving mode:  grappling, trying things out, 
asking questions of each other, and listening to each other’s ideas. Students are encouraged to be creative in their approach 
to solutions. Teachers are the facilitators of thinking – asking questions to further student thinking and to elicit reasoning and 
connection. Teachers should be observing student strategies and work to identify what areas to develop and focus on during 
Teacher Instruction. Most importantly, teachers must leave students wondering about their solutions by avoiding the confirmation 
of correct or incorrect solutions or processes. 

➤   Show Resolution
The Resolution is the first conclusion to the work students have conducted, yet it is an exciting one. Students will see a confirmation 
of the math and a conclusion to the story. They will want to compare their solutions and strategies to what they saw. While the 
structure is simple, this allows students to determine if they have comprehended, and calculated the math correctly. 

➤   Provide Teacher Instruction
Following the Resolution, teachers should provide a brief lecture (Teacher Instruction) that bridges the math in story context to 
more abstract concepts of the math standard. Teacher Instruction helps to make connections to the target standard and to also 
make connections to different representations. Teachers should highlight vocabulary, and if appropriate, reference other related 
standards (both prior and future). At this time, students will be in a more formal learning mode, and teachers may encourage 
students to take notes (although this should be done sparingly as ‘note-taking’ has low effect size on achievement). 

Day 2
➤   Start with Test Trainer Pro 
Individual lessons begin with ensuring that students can log into MidSchoolMath, and spend at least a 7-9 minutes on Test Trainer 
Pro. 

➤   Launch a Clicker Quiz
Planning for the Clicker Quiz is relatively straightforward, but there are a few important considerations. First and foremost, teachers 
should test the technologies. There is no substitute for the Clicker Quiz methodology that leads to such high learning gains, so 
ensuring the technology works, prior to class, is essential. However, beyond the technology itself, teachers should form a clear 
idea of protocols and ‘instructional moves’ that can be used in the Clicker Quiz. For example, on question 1, a teacher might use 
a methodology where students write down their own answer. On question 2, the teacher might ask students to work in pairs or 
groups and share out two or three strategies and solutions to the class. At the end of each ‘share-out’ a teacher might say, “On 
three, a single clap... one, two, three. ‘Clap.’ Next group.” Then, afterward, open the vote. The nuances of this aspect of teaching take 
practice, and planning. The extra effort makes class more enjoyable and saves time! Conduct a Clicker Quiz with your staff before 
the year begins, using a different protocol for each question, and get feedback. 

➤   Start Practice Printable
The Practice Printable is straightforward but consider variation in its presentation. You may wish to introduce it at the end of Day 
2 of a Lesson, or sometime in Day 3. When you do, consider the large scope of teaching protocols available, cutting it into parts, 
adding manipulatives, or simply using it as a primary assessment. All are valid approaches. 

Day 3
➤   Start with Test Trainer Pro 
Individual lessons begin with ensuring that students can log into MidSchoolMath, and spend at least a 7-9 minutes on Test Trainer 
Pro. 

➤   Finish Practice Printable
The Practice Printable is straightforward but consider variation in its presentation. You may wish to introduce it at the end of Day 
2 of a Lesson, or sometime in Day 3. When you do, consider the large scope of teaching protocols available, cutting it into parts, 
adding manipulatives, or simply using it as a primary assessment. All are valid approaches. 

➤   Assign Student Reflection
For the most important standards, make sure to assign the Student Reflection to deepen students’ conceptual learning of the 
standard.

14
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This ‘Top 12’ bank includes leading strategies and protocols (or instructional moves) to structure learning 
experiences specifically designed to engage the whole class while deepening conceptual and procedural 
understanding. 

Chalk Talk (20-25 min): Place chart paper around the room with topics (circled), ideas, vocabulary and/or problems on each before class begins. Tell 
students to walk in-silence and make supporting comments on each topic (≈ 6-8 min). For example, put 8 pieces of chart paper with math problems of 
varying difficulty on each, and ask students what they would do first to solve each problem. Once comments are made, pair students to quietly review 
comments and write additional comments that show connections and patterns (≈ 6-8 min). Near the end, let students have one minute to choose a 
single comment per pair to be read aloud (≈ 4-5 min). Call on each pair, and after each ‘quick’ reading, on the count of 3, tell students to clap once. Lead 
each reading with, “1-2-3” with a clap. “Next group, Go!”.

Gallery Walks (16-20 min): Prior to class, display student work (such as Student Reflections) on classroom walls. Assign groups with tasks focused on 
specific details (such as identifying different ways to solve a problem) and/or larger patterns (such as general misconceptions). Tell groups to walk around, 
complete their task (≈ 8-10 min), then prepare and report brief remarks to the class with their broader “a-ha” and “why” understandings (≈ 8-10 min). 

I Wonder, I Notice (8-10 min): Following a completed whole-class assignment, set ground rules for peer critique, including being thoughtful, specific, 
helpful and to join in (≈ 1 min)! Choose a student to be “the originator” who is tasked to explain his or her approach and solution to a problem (≈ 2 min), 
while other students listen only. Then ask other students to ask “the originator” clarifying questions or comments that start with ‘I wonder’ and ‘I notice’ 
(≈ 5-6 min).

Lawyer Up! (12-17 min): Divide students in groups of four with two attorneys on each side. Tell each attorney team to prepare a defense for their “case” 
(≈ 4 min).  Instruct students to present an argument even if they believe their side to be incorrect. Each attorney is given one minute to present their view, 
alternating sides (≈ 4 min). Together, the attorneys must decide which case is more defendable (≈ 1 min). Tally results of each group to determine which 
case wins (≈ 1-2 min). Complete the protocol with “popcorn style” case summary (≈ 2-3 min).  

Low Guess, High Guess, Best Guess (8-12 min): Start with a math problem presented to students, whole-class (≈ 1-2 min). Ask students to write down 
a guess that is too low, a guess that is too high and a guess that is best (≈ 1-2 min). Present the math procedure and solution to students (≈ 1-2 min). Ask 
students to share what informed their thinking for their initial best guess and what changed their thinking once the math procedure and correct answer 
was presented (≈ 5-6 min).

Math Circles (15-28 min): Prior to class, create 5 to 7 engaging questions at grade level, place on different table-tops. For example, Why does a circle have 
360 degrees and a triangle 180 degrees?  Assign groups to take turns at each table to discuss concepts (≈ 3-4 min each table).

Make Up Your Own (14-16+ min): Give students an example math problem in a story-based context (≈ 2-3 min).  After students solve the problem, 
have them make up their own problem similar to The Math Simulator that includes (1) an immersion with no data, (2) computation with data and (3) the 
resolution and confirmation (≈ 12-15 min). Consider having students play act their own math problem with the rest of the class tasked to solve it (≈ 2-3 
min each) if time allows.  
 
Mental Comparison (4-6 min): Following a Resolution video, tell students to write on their own paper, the level to which their approach was similar to, 
or not, the approach taken in the video on a scale of 1 to 5 (1= Not at all similar. 5= Exactly the same.) Then, in sentence format, they should write just a 
single difference or similarity (≈ 4-6 min).   

Note Catcher (8-10 min): Provide students with a note taking template, with columns such as “Word”, “Description”, and “Visual”. Give an 8-minute lecture 
with precision and tell students to fill-out the Note Catcher. (≈ 8-10 min). Use Sparingly!!: The method ‘note taking’ has an overall Effect Size of .02 in meta-
analyses, which is very low, but can work when used in this highly simplified method for important concepts when the lecture is well-presented.) 

Quick Write (8-10 min): After showing an Immersion video, provide students with a unique prompt, such as: “I believe that the store owner should…”, or, 
“The person on Mars should make the decision to…” and include the prompt, “because…” with blank space above and below. Quick writes are excellent 
for new concepts (≈ 8-10 min).   

Sketch It (11-13 min): Tell students to draw a picture that includes both the story and math components that create a visual representation of the math 
concept (≈ 5-7 min).  Choose two students with varying approaches to present their work (≈ 1 min each) to the class (via document camera) and prepare 
the entire class to discuss the advantages of each model (≈ 5 min).

Think-Pair-Share (5-6 min): Ask students to think individually about what information they need to know and make some notes (≈ 1-2 min). Tell 
students to pair with a partner and discuss their notes (≈ 2 min).  Finally, facilitate whole-class by cold-calling on students to share their strategies on 
an interactive board (≈ 2 min).

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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Strategies and Protocols

For each protocol, take time to imagine the experience of all students in the classroom. For example, having one student present their work 
to the rest of the class could lead to only one student benefiting while most students are passively listening (or not listening at all).

The Key Element for Making Protocols Effective: Double-Planning

Note: Recommended protocols for each lesson are provided in the Detailed Lesson Plans.
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Software Instructions

Getting Started
Teacher Login
• Select your preferred browser (i.e. Chrome, Safari, Internet Explorer)
• Enter URL: yourschooldomain.midschoolmath.com
• Enter Username: your email address
• Enter Password: midschoolmath (default)

Setup Classroom
• Select Classrooms
• Click on '+'
• Enter Classroom Name
• Assign Classroom Grade
• Click Setup Classroom
Note: To Edit a Classroom, click '      ' and to Delete a Classroom, click on the 'x'.

Setup Students
• Select Classrooms
• Select the Classroom Name
• In the Classroom, click on Add-Student icon '      '
• Click on Create New Student
• Enter Student Information
 ° Student First Name
 ° Student Last Name
 ° Student Login (unique login, often ID#)
 ° Grade
• If desired, upload image for Student Avatar
• Click Setup Student
Note: If the student has an existing MSM account from prior use, click on Add Existing Student, select the student from the 
dropdown list and Add Student to your classroom. To Edit a Student, click ‘      ’  and to Delete a Student, click on the ‘x’.

Navigation Bar
The navigation bar is organized in a natural left-to-right flow with dropdown menus and visual prompts. 

MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum is designed to be intuitive and easy to use. Within the software, 
you will be able to quickly transition your students between activities, individual or whole-class.
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Planning Lessons
Import Curriculum
• Select and browse Library
• Select and review Curriculum Unit '      ' (by 'Standards and Lessons' or 'Intensives')
• Click on Import Curriculum Unit
Note: All Assignments and Clicker Quizzes will be added to My Curriculum. Assignments are aligned to 
standards and include resources for assignments (Videos and Data Artifacts).

Digital Assignment
• Make sure you imported the Curriculum Unit from the Library (Import Curriculum above)
• Select Assign & Review
• Select Curriculum Unit
• Select Assignment
• Select Classroom
 ° Click Assign to Classroom for whole-class, or
 ° Select Student, then Assign Assignment to [Student Name]
Note: A solid blue dot will appear to the right of the student(s) who have been sent the assignment.

Create 'Your Own' Assignment (optional)
• Select My Curriculum
• Select Curriculum Unit
• Select Create New Assignment
• Enter Assignment Information
 ° Assignment Title
 ° Assignment Description
• Add Standard(s)
• Add Resource(s)
• Add Teacher Guide (Detailed Lesson Plan)
• Click on Save Assignment

Create 'Your Own' Clicker Quiz (optional)
• Select My Curriculum
• Select Curriculum Unit
• Select Create Clicker Quiz
• Choose File for each Question or use the templates
• Click on Save Quiz
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Teaching in the Classroom
Student Login
Student:
 • Select browser (i.e. Chrome, Safari, Internet Explorer)
 • Enter URL: yourschooldomain.midschoolmath.com
 • Enter Username: Student ID #
 • Enter Password: abc123 (default)

Test Trainer Pro
Student:
 • Select Test Trainer
 • Select Grade
 • Select Domain
Note: Test Trainer is not visible from the teacher login. Teachers can review results under Classrooms by student.

Whole-Class Assignments
Teacher:
 • Select My Curriculum
 • Select Curriculum Unit
 • Select Assignment 
 • Play Resources (video) projected from teacher screen
Note: Recommended for The Math SimulatorTM (Immersion & Resolution).

Individual Assignments
Student:
 • Select My Assignments
 • Select Assignment
 • Follow instructions and complete the Assignment
 • Enter Assignment Response
 • Add Resource (upload work as directed)
 • Click on Submit Assignment

Clicker Quizzes
Teacher:
 • Select My Curriculum
 • Select Curriculum Unit
 • Select Clicker Quiz
 • Click on the Clicker Icon '      '
 • Project from teacher screen

 • Clicker Launch Quiz
 • For each question, select Skip or Vote

 • Once vote time is completed, a whole-class 
   distribution graph will appear

Note: Correct answer letter is highlighted in green. If no one chooses the correct answer, the correct answer is bolded at 
the bottom of graph. Use this time to discuss misconceptions, strategies or to give a mini-lesson.

Student:
 • Select Virtual Clicker
 • Enter Quiz Code (case sensitive and use  
    zeros, not the letter O)
 • Green light will appear on the left side of  
    the Virtual Clicker Quiz Code box

 • Choose answer by letter (A-E) within 10  
                 seconds to vote

1

3

2

4

5
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Reviewing Student Progress
Review Assignment by Class 
• Click on Assign & Review
• Select Curriculum Unit
• Select Assignment
• Select Classroom to view assignment status by student
 ° Solid blue dot '     ' = Assignment has yet to be sent to the teacher
 ° Yellow dot with blue ring '     ' = Assignment is ready for review by teacher
 ° Solid yellow dot '     ' = Assignment has been reviewed by teacher, but not finalized; awaiting   
   student response
 ° Green dot '     ' = Assignment is completed and accepted (no further edits allowed)
• To review Yellow dot with blue ring '     ', Select Student
• Review student response and attached work
• Reply in response box and attach any additional resources
• Select the yellow Send Review to request revision or the green Accept & Finalize
Note: Accept & Finalize will time-stamp the completed time and remove the assignment from the student assignment list

Review Domain Proficiencies by Student
• Select Classrooms
• Select the Classroom Name
• Select Student to view Test Trainer Pro progress graph by Domain
• Select Test Trainer Pro for a detailed reference on how to measure student proficiency

Review Assignment by Student
• Select Classrooms
• Select the Classroom Name
• Select Student to view status by assignment
• Select Classroom to view assignment status by student
 ° Solid blue dot '     ' = Assignment has yet to be sent to the teacher
 ° Yellow dot with blue ring '     ' = Assignment is ready for review by teacher
 ° Solid yellow dot '     ' = Assignment has been reviewed by teacher, but not finalized; awaiting   
   student response
 ° Green dot '     ' = Assignment is completed and accepted (no further edits allowed)
• To review Yellow dot with blue ring '     ', Select Student
• Review student response and attached work
• Reply in response box and attach any additional resources
• Select the yellow Send Review to request revision or the green Accept & Finalize
Note: Accept & Finalize will time-stamp the completed time and remove the assignment from the student assignment list
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Answer: The chairlifts can support 11,189 skiers and snowboarders every hour.

MidSchoolMath 1

When creating a foundation for evaluating numerical and algebraic expressions, it’s imperative that stu-
dents become familiar and experienced with grouping symbols. In Patrol Schedule, Gina’s fi rst task on her 
fi rst day of work at the ski valley is to help make the ski patrol schedule. In order to do this, she must fi gure 
out how many skiers and snowboarders are likely to be on the mountain by fi nding the chairlift capacity. 
With Kate’s help, they list out the diff erent types of lifts and how many of each are on the mountain. The data 
provided is a mathematical expression written on the offi  ce whiteboard that represents the diff erent types 
of lifts and the number of people each lift can hold.  

LESSON:  PATROL SCHEDULE
How many people can all of the chair lifts support every hour?

Patrol Schedule

5.OA.A.1Operations & Algebraic Thinking

Use parentheses, brackets, or braces in numerical expressions, and evaluate expressions with 
these symbols.  

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Patrol Schedule Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How many people can all of the 
chair lifts support every hour?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas about how to help Gina and Kate?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Patrol Schedule Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

MidSchoolMath 2Patrol Schedule

5.OA.A.1Operations & Algebraic Thinking

Gladys: You may want to ask students to eval-
uate two expressions, one with no grouping 
symbols and one with, to help them see the 
diff erence.

Kevin: It might be benefi cial to discuss with 
students how the use of parentheses might 
be redundant and unnecessary, depending on 
where they are placed in an expression. Give an 
example or two of cases like this.

Megan: Consider having students draw a visual 
representation of two expressions, one with no 
grouping symbols and one with. This will help 
them see how using grouping symbols can 
change the value of the expression.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #2
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Look for an option that shows the quantity (6 + 81) 
being multiplied by 7.

7 x (6 + 81)
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PATROL SCHEDULE
How many people can the chair lifts 
support every hour?
Next season, the ski valley is planning on expanding and building 
some new lifts. They have several options. 

Option 1 is to build a new triple lift that has 375 chairs. 
Option 2 is to build a new quad lift with 503 chairs. 
Option 3 is to build a new double lift with 300 chairs. 

Help Kate and her assistant fi gure out how each option will aff ect 
the number of skiers and snowboarders the mountain can support 
every hour. 

5.OA.A.1

Use parentheses, brackets, 
or braces in numerical 
expressions, and evaluate 
expressions with these 
symbols.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Patrol Schedule 1 of 2

12,314

13,201

11,789

Option 1 can support __________ total skiers and snowboarders each hour.

Option 2 can support __________ total skiers and snowboarders each hour.

Option 3 can support __________ total skiers and snowboarders each hour.

Option 1: New Triple Lift
4 x (556 + 600 + 512) + 3 x (325 + 412 + 375) + 2 x (298 + 404 + 451)

Option 2: New Quad Lift
4 x (556 + 600 + 512 + 503) + 3 x (325 + 412) + 2 x (298 + 404 + 451)

Option 3: New Double Lift
4 x (556 + 600 + 512) + 3 x (325 + 412) + 2 x (298 + 404 + 451 + 300)

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Add parentheses to make each expression equivalent to 4.

Complete the following.

2)1)

MidSchoolMath Patrol Schedule 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Which problem could be solved with the expression 3 x (6 - 3) - 1?

3)

8)

Create a word problem that could be solved with the expression 3 x (7 + 2).9)

Write an expression that is 
7 times as large as 
496 + 321.

Write an expression that is 
1/5 as large as 452 + 96.

Write an expression that is 
9 times as large as 
423 + 856.

4)

5) 6) 7)

35 - 19 / 4

(35 - 19) / 4

7 (496 + 321)

(452 + 96) / 5
or

    (452 + 96)
9 (423 + 856)

2 + 8 / 4

2 + (8 / 4)

No parentheses 
needed, or 

2 x 4 - 2

2 x (4 - 2)

8 + 2 + 30 / 10

(8 + 2 + 30) / 10

Answers will vary.

A. Of Sally’s 6 toy dolls, she gave 3 to her sister. After that, she found 1 more under her bed. Then  
     she decided to go to the store and triple her number of dolls. How many dolls does Sally have  
     now?

B. Ginger had 3 strawberries. She then found 6 more, but quickly ate 3 of them. Several minutes  
     later, she ate 1 more. How many strawberries does she still have?

C. Blake had 6 toy cars but gave 3 to his little brother. His parents were so pleased with his 
     kindness that they tripled the toy cars he had left. Then he gave 1 more to his brother.   
     How many toy cars did he have left?

1
5
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Answer: 2 x (520 + 645 + 410)

MidSchoolMath 1

Learning how to represent real world situations with mathematical expressions is an imperative skill when 
applying mathematics. In Liftie Lesson, Kate needs to enter an expression into the computer to help recover 
lost data regarding how many people the double lifts can seat each hour.  She calls on Lou to help her get 
the data needed for the expression. Lou returns to her offi  ce with the information in hand. The data provided 
is Lou’s count of how many chairs circulate each hour for all three of the double lifts.

LESSON:  LIFTIE LESSON
What expression should Lou enter into the computer?

Liftie Lesson

5.OA.A.2Operations & Algebraic Thinking
Write simple expressions that record calculations with numbers, and interpret numerical expressions 
without evaluating them. For example, express the calculation “add 8 and 7, then multiply by 2” as 2 × (8 + 
7). Recognize that 3 × (18932 + 921) is three times as large as 18932 + 921, without having to calculate the 
indicated sum or product.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Liftie Lesson Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What expression should Lou enter 
into the computer?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

3 Resolution

Play Liftie Lesson Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Liftie Lesson

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.OA.A.2Operations & Algebraic Thinking

Gladys: Because students will be 
translating verbal expressions to numerical 
expressions, it might be worthwhile to 
discuss words and phrases that indicate 
particular mathematical operations (sum, 
diff erence, product, quotient, quantity, etc.)

Kevin: Have your students explain the 
diff erence between an expression and an 
equation to demonstrate mastery of this 
standard.

Megan: The analysis of expressions, being 
able to describe them without calculation, 
will prove to be a valuable skill leading into 
Algebra I.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #5
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Add 9 and 5.
9 + 5

3 x (9 + 5)
2 Multiply the entire quantity by 3.
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LIFTIE LESSON
What expression should Lou enter into the 
computer?
Unfortunately the switch to the new computer system has not 
gone as smoothly as hoped. Upon further inspection, Kate real-
ized that the data on the quad lifts has also been lost during the 
switch. She calls on Lou to help her fi nd out the number of people 
the quad lifts can seat in an hour.

Once again Lou pulls through and is able to deliver the data on 
the quad lifts below. However, just as with the double lifts, the 
data must be entered into the computer as an expression. 

What expression should be entered into the computer to help 
calculate the total number of people the quad lifts can hold per 
hour?

5.OA.A.2

Write simple expressions 
that record calculations 
with numbers, and interpret 
numerical expressions 
without evaluating them.
For example, express the 
calculation “add 8 and 7, then 
multiply by 2” as 2 × (8 + 7). 
Recognize that 3 × (18932 + 
921) is three times as large as 
18932 + 921, without having 
to calculate the indicated sum 
or product.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Liftie Lesson 1 of 2

The expression that represents the number of people the quad lifts can seat in an 
hour should be entered into the computer as:

____________________________.4 x (464 + 622 + 398)

1

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

James is playing a video game. During the game the following events happen in order: He has 213 
points. He then earns 150 additional points. He gets to the next level and his points are tripled. 
Which expression represents how many points he has?

Match each situation with an expression that represents the situation by drawing a line to connect 
them.

1)

2)

MidSchoolMath Liftie Lesson 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Kolson is chopping wood for the winter. For 5 days in a row, he follows the same process. In the 
morning, he chops 15 pieces of wood and in the evening, he chops an additional 20 pieces. On 
the 6th day, Kolson only chops a total of 10 pieces.

Use parentheses to write an expression that represents the total number of pieces Kolson 
chopped. (Do not simplify your expression).

Jolene runs 6 miles on Saturday and 3 miles on Wednesday. She follows this pattern for 5 weeks. 
Write an expression to represent how many miles she will have run at the end of 5 weeks.

3)

Carla has 8 baseball cards. She gives 3 to her sister, and then goes to the store and doubles the 
number of cards she has. Write an expression to represent how many cards she has.

5)

4)

Expression

500 x (3 + 417)

500 + (417 - 3)

3 x (500 - 417)

3 x (417 + 500)

417 (500 + 3)

Situation
3 times as much as 417 and 500

3 times as much as 417 less than 500

Add 3 and 417 then multiply by 500

Add 500 and 3 then multiply by 417

5 x (6 + 3)

5 x (15 + 20) + 10

2 x (8 - 3)

213 + 150 x 3 3 x (213 + 150) 3 x (213 - 150)a) b) c)

500 more than the diff erence of 417 and 3
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Answer: Kachina Peak — (1, 3); (2, 6); (3, 9)   Raleigh Peak — (1, 2); (2, 4); (3, 6); (4, 8)

MidSchoolMath 1

Identifying patterns and being able to graph these patterns is a crucial step in using mathematics in the 
real world. In Snowfall, Gina is assigned the task of graphing the snowfall every hour for Kachina Peak and 
Raleigh Peak. The data provided is an image of ski patrol at each peak, using their walkie-talkies to radio the 
amount of snow their respective peaks have seen each hour. Students are also provided Gina’s graph set-up, 
on which they may plot their points.

LESSON:  SNOWFALL
How should Gina draw the graphs?

Snowfall

5.OA.B.3Operations & Algebraic Thinking

Generate two numerical patterns using two given rules. Identify apparent relationships between 
corresponding terms. Form ordered pairs consisting of corresponding terms from the two 
patterns, and graph the ordered pairs on a coordinate plane. For example, given the rule "Add 3" 
and the starting number 0, and given the rule "Add 6" and the starting number 0, generate terms in the 
resulting sequences, and observe that the terms in one sequence are twice the corresponding terms in 
the other sequence. Explain informally why this is so.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Snowfall Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How should Gina draw the 
graphs?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathemati-
cal insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Snowfall Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Snowfall

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.OA.B.3Operations & Algebraic Thinking

Gladys: Students use their prior knowledge 
of numerical patterns with one rule from 
standard 4.OA.C.5 and apply it to rules and 
patterns in sets of two.

Kevin: Your students will draw from their 
work with coordinate systems in standards 
5.G.A.1 and 5.G.A.2 and apply it to graphing 
points in the fi rst quadrant.

Megan: Give your students some time to 
create line graphs and ensure each rep-
resents a pattern. Students should have an 
opportunity to share their work with their 
classmates.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #3
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Divide each y term by each x term.

6 ÷ 1 = 6

18 ÷ 3 = 6
24 ÷ 4 = 6

12 ÷ 2 = 6
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SNOWFALL
How should Gina draw the 
graphs?
Overnight, the snowstorm grew less intense. The director asked 
for a snow report the following morning to see how much snow 
the peaks could expect to get today. 

Below, you can fi nd the data for each peak from the ski patrol. The 
snow has been falling steadily, and they predict it will continue to 
fall at the same rate for the rest of the day. Help the director graph 
the data so she can see how much snow the peaks can expect to 
accumulate over the next several hours. 

5.OA.B.3

Generate two numerical 
patterns using two given 
rules. Identify apparent 
relationships between 
corresponding terms. Form 
ordered pairs consisting 
of corresponding terms 
from the two patterns, and 
graph the ordered pairs 
on a coordinate plane. 
For example, given the rule 
“Add 3” and the starting 
number 0, and given the 
rule “Add 6” and the starting 
number 0, generate terms 
in the resulting sequences, 
and observe that the terms 
in one sequence are twice 
the corresponding terms in 
the other sequence. Explain 
informally why this is so.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Snowfall 1 of 2

Kachina:
2 inches of 
snow every 

hour

Raleigh:
1 inch of 

snow every 
hour

1

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Jason reads 8 pages in 2 minutes. Lara reads 6 pages in 2 minutes.

Use this information to complete 
each table.

Graph the information on the coordinate 
plane. Label which ray represents Jason 
and which represents Lara.

1) 2)

MidSchoolMath Snowfall 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Given the starting number and rules for Sequence x and Sequence y, fi ll in the table with the fi rst 
three terms for each sequence.

The terms in Sequence y are 2 times as large 
as the terms in Sequence x.

Sequence x
Starting number: 4 Rule: add 1

Sequence y
Starting number: 8 Rule: add 2

3)

In the table above, the terms in Sequence y 
are how many times larger than the terms in 
Sequence x?

Graph the (x, y) coordinates from problem 3). 
Use the pattern to extend the line.

4)

5)
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5.NBT
Number & Operations in Base Ten



Answer: Sonia would travel 900 feet, which is 100 times farther than the fi rst time of 9 feet.

MidSchoolMath 1

Understanding the value of digits in the base ten number system is paramount to understanding the value of all numbers and 
the relationships among them. In The Traveling Suitcase, sisters Misha and Sonia are on a road trip when they walk into an eclectic 
shop and decide to buy an old suitcase. That night, sitting around the fi re pit, Sonia notices the suitcase has a 3-dial combo lock 
and starts fi ddling with it.  As she rotates the right dial so the lock reads "009," she is suddenly transported 9 feet away from where 
she was sitting near the fi re pit. She keeps changing the dial a few more times to see what happens. Eventually, the girls are curi-
ous to see what would happen if she moves the dial on the left to "9," making it read "900."  The data provided are two images, one 
of the combo lock with the right dial reading "009," and Sonia 9 feet away from the fi re pit, and another image of the dial reading 
"090" with Sonia 90 feet away from the fi re pit.

LESSON:  THE TRAVELING SUITCASE
If Sonia changes the left dial to a 9, how many times farther will she travel than 

she did the fi rst time?

The Traveling Suitcase

5.NBT.A.1Number & Operations - Base 10

Recognize that in a multi-digit number, a digit in one place represents 10 times as much as it 
represents in the place to its right and 1/10 of what it represents in the place to its left.

Immersion

Play The Traveling Suitcase Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: If Sonia changes the left dial to a 9, 
how many times farther will she travel than she did the 
fi rst time?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play The Traveling Suitcase Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

The Math SimulatorTM 
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2The Traveling Suitcase

5.NBT.A.1Number & Operations - Base 10

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

Gladys: Students will extend their knowl-
edge from Grade 4 about fractions and 
decimals to hundredths, to include fractions 
and decimals to thousandths.

Kevin: Encourage students to use fractional 
language in written work and verbal discus-
sions.

Megan: Emphasize decimal placement as 
essential for determining the value of a 
digit in a number.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #3
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Find the option with a "3" one place to the right of 
the ones place.

B: 0.3
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THE TRAVELING SUITCASE
If Sonia changes the left dial to a 9, how 
many times farther will she travel than she 
did the fi rst time?

Misha and Sonia had so much fun with their “traveling suitcase” 
that they decided to frequent as many odd little shops as possible 
trying to fi nd another. And guess what?  They found one! They 
think the dial represents feet, like the fi rst suitcase.   This one looks 
diff erent, though, as it has a decimal in the dial. Sonia decides to 
experiment with it in her front yard. 

5.NBT.A.1

Recognize that in a multi-
digit number, a digit in 
one place represents 
10 times as much as it 
represents in the place to 
its right and 1/10 of what 
it represents in the place 
to its left.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath The Traveling Suitcase 1 of 2

Trial 1:

Trial 2:

How far did Sonia travel with Trial 1?
With Trial 1 Sonia traveled           of a foot, or about 1 inch.

With Trial 2 Sonia traveled 9 feet.

With Trial 2 Sonia traveled 100 times farther than with Trial 1. Because the 9 moved to the left 
two places, the distance traveled was 100 times greater than the fi rst distance.

How far did Sonia travel with Trial 2?

When Sonia changed the left dial to a 9, as in Trial 2, how many times farther did she travel 
than she did the fi rst time? How do you know?

9
100
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

The Traveling Suitcase

Consider this number and complete the following:

Stacey sent her son to buy 20 pounds of all-purpose fl our for their family bakery. The fl our cost 
$35.60.

Mrs. Cartain was explaining to her class what happens to the value of digits as they move to the 
right or the left in place value. Write what she might have said.

Use what you know about place value to explain the relationship between the two 3’s in the 
number 143.36.

1)

4)

5)

2)

Which number shows the least value for the digit 4? How do the values of the 4’s compare to one 
another?

3)

1
10

1
10

1
10

1
1000

Write a number that is 10 times as much:a)

How much would 2 pounds cost?a) How much would 200 pounds cost?b)

How does the value of the 8 in the tens 
place compare to the value of the digit 
8 in the tenths place?

e)

How does the value of the 1 in the 
hundredths place compare to the 
value of the 1 in the hundreds place?

f)

Write a number that is        as much:b)

Write a number that is             as much:d)

Write a number that is 100 times as much:c) Write a number that is 100 times as much:c)

189.81

1,898.1

18.981
The 8 in the tens place is 100 times the 
value of the 8 in the tenths place.

The 1 in the hundredths place is 1/10,000 
times the value of the 1 in the hundreds 
place.

The 3 in the ones place is worth 3 ones, while the 3 in the tenths place is worth 3 tenths. 3 ones is 
10 times as much as 3 tenths, just as 3 tenths is        as much as 3 ones.

1
1000

The 4 in 170.34 has the least value. The value of 4 in 
170.34 is              the value of the 4 in 43.7.

18,981

0.18981

2 pounds would be         of 20, so 
it would cost $3.56.

Mrs. Cartain might have said, “In a multi-digit number, a digit in one place represents 10 times as 
much as it represents in the place to its right and         of what it represents in the place to its left.”

200 pounds would be 10 times 
20, so it would cost $356.00.

1
10
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Answer: Answers will vary. The number of minutes ranges from 102 (100 minutes/1 hr 40 mins) to 10⁸ 
(100,000,000 minutes/≈190 years).

MidSchoolMath 1The Power of 10!

5.NBT.A.2Number & Operations in Base 10

Explain patterns in the number of zeros of the product when multiplying a number by powers of 
10, and explain patterns in the placement of the decimal point when a decimal is multiplied or 
divided by a power of 10. Use whole-number exponents to denote powers of 10.

Identifying and explaining patterns is one of the major math practices that leads to fl uency in many areas of mathematics. In The 
Power of 10!, Dr. Vector introduces us to the latest project coming out of Vector Labs: time travel! While Dr. Vector can’t give away 
all the details on this latest invention, she does inform us that the device is built on the power of ten. To better demonstrate the 
power of ten, Dr. Vector encourages us to partake in an exercise she’s developed, titled “Dr. Vector’s Journey of the Mind,” in which 
we use the powers of ten to go back in time that many minutes and determine what was happening at that moment. The data 
provided is the exercise workspace which lists several powers of ten which need to be converted to an amount of time (minutes/
hours/days/months/years).

LESSON:  THE POWER OF 10!
Assuming you were alive the whole time, what might you have been doing?

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play The Power of 10! Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Assuming you were alive the 
whole time, what might you have been doing?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play The Power of 10! Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath The Power of 10!

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.NBT.A.2Number & Operations in Base 10

2

Gladys: You may want to work with your 
students to create a chart illustrating the names 
of place values and their importance for your 
class to use as a reference.

Kevin: Consider using base 10 blocks to help 
struggling students understand place values 
and support full comprehension of translating 
from concrete to abstract representation and 
vice versa.

Megan: Student understanding may be 
bolstered by exposure to numerous examples 
of the patterns created when multiplying 
and dividing by powers of 10. Using patterns 
created by both whole numbers and decimals, 
ask students what they notice, and press them 
for precision and clarity in language.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #5
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Multiply 160 and 10 (add one zero to the right of 160 
or shift the digits of 160 to the left one place).

160 x 10 = 1600
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THE POWER OF 10!
Assuming you were alive the whole time, 
what might you have been doing?
Dr. Vector is excited about the prospect of the new time travel 
device and knows that, in addition to traveling back to the past, it 
could also one day be used to travel into the future.  So Dr. Vector 
created a new exercise looking into the future, but this time the 
power of 10 represents seconds.

Complete the time travel exercise. Record what you might be 
doing at that moment in the future and/or your thoughts on 
what the world might be like.

5.NBT.A.2

Explain patterns in the 
number of zeros of the 
product when multiplying 
a number by powers of 
10, and explain patterns 
in the placement of the 
decimal point when a 
decimal is multiplied or 
divided by a power of 
10. Use whole-number 
exponents to denote 
powers of 10.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath The Power of 10! 1 of 2
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

The Power of 10!

Match each expression to its solution by drawing a line between them.

Fill in the sentence below by circling the word that makes the sentence true.

To get from 41.628 to 4162.8, you could

multiply / divide     by ten    one / two / three / four     times.

1)

2)

Fill in the missing power of 10 so that each number sentence is true.

32 x ___________ = 32,000

96 x ___________ = 960

4.7 ÷ ___________ = 0.047

2.5 x ___________ = 2,500

68 ÷ ___________ = 0.0068

814 ÷ ___________ = 0.000814

3)

Fill in the missing number so that each number sentence is true.

___________ x 103 = 2,100

___________ x 104 = 76,000

___________ ÷ 104 = 0.0005

___________ x 103 = 3,000

___________ ÷ 105 = 0.0035

___________ ÷ 102 = 140

4)

0.356 x 102a) 356 ÷ 102b) 0.356 x 103c) 0.356 x 104d) 356 ÷ 104e)

3.56 35.6 3,560 0.0356 356

Gustavo earned $15.25 a day playing his guitar at La Playa Grill. 
How much will Gustavo earn if he plays:

10 days in one month? _________________

10 days a month for 10 months? _________________

10 days a month for 10 months for 10 years? _________________

5)

a)

b)

c)

103

10

2.1 5 350

14,000

$152.50

$1,525.00

$15,250.00

37.6

103

102 104

106
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Answer:   The exchange receipt was not correct. It should have read: (3 x 100) + (4 x 10) + (5 x 1) + (4 x 
1/10) + (3 x 1/100). 

MidSchoolMath 1

LESSON:  PAYCHECK PAIN

Place value is one of the most important foundational concepts in math. A strong understanding of place 
value with decimals will translate to a deeper understanding and fl uency when performing operations with 
decimals.  During Paycheck Pain, Cicero takes his check to the bank to exchange it for coins. The banker cal-
culates how many coins Cicero should receive by writing out the expanded form. He then gives Cicero his 
coins, along with a receipt. The data provided are an image of Cicero's check and also an image of his receipt 
with the banker’s calculations written on it.  

Is the exchange receipt correct?

Paycheck Pain

5.NBT.A.3aNumber & Operations in Base Ten

Read and write decimals to thousandths using base-ten numerals, number names, and expanded 
form, e.g., 347.392 = 3 × 100 + 4 × 10 + 7 × 1 + 3 × (1/10) + 9 × (1/100) + 2 × (1/1000).

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Paycheck Pain Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Is the exchange receipt correct?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas?"

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathemati-
cal insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Paycheck Pain Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Paycheck Pain

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.NBT.A.3aNumber & Operations in Base Ten

Gladys: Students frequently assume that 
numbers with more digits have greater 
value. Utilize place value charts so they can 
compare digits and realize that the number 
of digits is not necesarily indicative of the 
value of the number.

Kevin: Your students will apply their learn-
ing from 4.NF.C.6 and 4.NF.C.7 and extend it 
to work with decimals to thousandths.

Megan: Use a place value chart to help your 
students who struggle writing decimals.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #2
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Multiply within parentheses.

(30) + (2) + (0.4) + 0.07) + (0.006)

(30) + (2) + (0.4) + (0.07) + (0.006) = 32.476
2 Add.
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PAYCHECK PAIN
Is the exchange receipt correct?
On the following payday, Cicero the guard received 356.78 denari. 
He reluctantly took it to the bank to exchange it for coins. The 
banker keeps track of the coin count by writing out the check 
amount in expanded form, although he often makes mistakes.

What should the banker write under the coin count so that it is a 
correct exchange receipt? (Write the expanded form of the check 
amount.)

5.NBT.A.3a

Read and write decimals 
to thousandths using 
base-ten numerals, 
number names, and 
expanded form, e.g., 
347.392 = 3 × 100 + 4 × 
10 + 7 × 1 + 3 × (1/10) + 9 
× (1/100) + 2 × (1/1000).

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Paycheck Pain 1 of 2

(3 x 100) + (5 x 10) + (6 x 1)+ (7 x      ) + (8 x        ) 1
10

1
100
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Write “twenty-two and fi fty-four 
thousandths” as a standard number.

What is the expanded form of 12.367?1) 2)

Draw a line matching the written form to its corresponding number.3)

Write each expanded form as a standard number.

MidSchoolMath Paycheck Pain 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Joslyn purchased some groceries and needs to fi ll out the check. Help her complete the check 
by writing the amount in words, in the blank labeled “DOLLARS.”

8)

(3 x 1) + (5 x 0.1) + (3 x 0.01)4)

(7 x 1000) + (4 x 10) + (3 x 0.001)6)

5)

(1 x      ) + (9 x        ) + (4 x         )7)

Two thousandths 0.002

Twenty-two thousandths 2,000

Two thousand 0.22

Twenty-two hundredths 0.022

1
10

1
100

(6 x 100) + (3 x      ) + (6 x        ) + (2 x         )1
10

1
100

1
1000

1
1000

(1 x 10) + (2 x 1) + (3 x      ) + (6 x        ) + (7 x         )1
10

1
100

1
100022.054

3.53

7040.003

600.362

0.194
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Answer: Mr. BoJangles, Lord Pistachio, Sandy Crab, and Cleopatra all need to be compressed, as they are 
larger than 0.35 MB.

MidSchoolMath 1

Learning to recognize the meaning of digits in their place values and compare them is crucial in understanding the relationship 
between numbers. In Puppy Playdate, Sharma and Kellerman are "hard at work" when boss Regina comes in to their offi  ces 
at Microsquid Headquarters in Silicon Valley, California. She tells them that the new product they just fi nished coding, Puppy 
Playdate (an app that helps dog owners fi nd suitable playmates for their beloved pets), needs some revisions. Some of the photo 
fi les that have been uploaded are too big for the app and need to be compressed. She informs them that any image over 0.35 
MB must be resized to work in the app. She stresses that this must be done quickly, as the investors are very excited about Puppy 
Playdate and are coming to meet about it later in the afternoon. This could be the company’s big break.  The data provided is a list 
of image fi les with a thumbnail pic of the dogs and accompanying fi le sizes.

LESSON:  PUPPY PLAYDATE
Which fi les need to be compressed?

Puppy Playdate

5.NBT.A.3bNumber & Operations in Base 10

Compare two decimals to thousandths based on meanings of the digits in each place, using >, =, 
and < symbols to record the results of comparisons.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Puppy Playdate Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Which fi les need to be 
compressed?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathemati-
cal insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Puppy Playdate Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath Puppy Playdate

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.NBT.A.3bNumber & Operations in Base 10

2

Gladys: Students will apply their prior 
knowledge of comparing whole numbers 
using place value to help them compare 
decimal numbers.

Kevin: As it arises, highlight and discuss 
the misconception that a decimal number 
with many digits automatically has a higher 
value than a number with fewer digits.

Megan: Consider posting a chart of the 
comparison symbols for students to refer-
ence while working with this standard.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #3
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Compare each answer to 8.725.

stick a: 9.301 > 8.725

stick c: 8.725 = 8.725
stick d: 8.724 > 8.725

stick d: 8.724 > 8.725

stick b: 8.676 < 8.725

stick a: 9.301 > 8.725
2 Find answer options that are > 8.725.
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PUPPY PLAYDATE
Which fi les need to be compressed?

As excitement over the Puppy Playdate app grows, more profi le 
picture fi les are being added daily. Below is the latest batch of 
profi les to be added to the app. Again, any fi le greater than 0.35 
MB needs to be compressed in order to be compatible with the 
app.  

Circle each fi le that needs to be compressed.

5.NBT.A.3b

Compare two decimals 
to thousandths based on 
meanings of the digits 
in each place, using >, 
=, and < symbols to 
record the results of 
comparisons.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Puppy Playdate 1 of 2
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Puppy Playdate

Which is greater, 13.04 or 13.1? Explain your answer.4)

The high school mascot costume will only fi t someone whose height is 180.625 centimeters 
or less. Below is a list of people who tried out to be the mascot this year. Who is too tall for the 
costume?

5)

255.3

Draw a line to a number that would make the comparison true.3)

255.250

255.249

255.25 > __________a)

255.25 < __________b)

255.25 = __________c)

Which of these are greater than 89.704? Circle all that apply.2)

Insert <, >, or = to make each statement true.1)

a) 35.683         35.7 b) 3         2.989             c) 3.579         5.58 d) 769.8         769.800< > < =

13.1 > 13.04
Each number has a 1 in the tens place so we can move on to the ones place, where each number 
also has 3. So we continue to the tenths place, and that’s where the diff erence occurs. 13.04 has 
zero tenths, while 13.1 has 1 tenth. Since       >       , 13.1 > 13.04.

James and Michelle are both 
too tall for the costume.

1
10

0
10

a) eighty-nine and seven hundred-four thousandths

c) eighty-nine and seventy-two hundredths

e) eighty-nine and seven hundred fourteen thousandths

1
10

1
100

b) 8 x 10 + 9 x 1 + 7 x       + 4 x

1
1000

d) 8 x 10 + 9 x 1 + 7 x       + 4 x1
10
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Answer: DJ Mastermind is using rounding to change the decimal numbers to whole numbers: 
11,900 albums x $8.11 per album ≈ 12,000 albums x $8 = $96,000

MidSchoolMath 1

LESSON:  ROUND AND ROUND

Rounding is one of the most important steps in solving math problems, as it allows for students to quickly 
check their work see if their answers make sense. In Round and Round, DJ Mastermind and his manager Glam 
City are meeting with their executives to try and get them to spring for a new album.  Their promoter, Tammy, 
tells them the executives are not convinced that DJ Mastermind can make much profi t off  of another album. 
While reviewing previous album sales, DJ Mastermind quickly calculates an estimate of the revenue he has 
made in the past. The data provided are images of the speaker phone from which Jen is giving the fi nancial 
numbers and images of DJ Mastermind saying his calculations.

How is DJ Mastermind doing these calculations in his head?

Round and Round

5.NBT.A.4Number & Operations in Base Ten

Use place value understanding to round decimals to any place.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Round and Round Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How is DJ Mastermind doing these 
calculations in his head?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Round and Round Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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C: 455.6         456

MidSchoolMath 2Round and Round

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.NBT.A.4Number & Operations in Base Ten 

Gladys: Encourage your students to use 
number lines with benchmark numbers 
when they explain how they round decimal 
numbers.

Kevin: Give your students opportunities to 
practice rounding decimal numbers and 
recognize when rounding has been done 
correctly.

Megan: Use classroom discussions to help 
students identify real-world situations 
where a rounded decimal number is more 
useful than a more exact decimal number, 
and vice versa.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #3
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Round each answer option.

A: 456.7         457

C: 455.6         456
D: 455.3         455

B: 456.5         457

2 Find option that rounds to 456.
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ROUND AND ROUND
How is DJ Mastermind doing these 
calculations in his head?
Upon a closer look at the sales of DJ Mastermind’s previous albums, 
the executives and Jen from fi nance revised their prediction about 
how many albums they think DJ Mastermind can sell on the heels 
of his most recent tour. They believe that he can most likely sell 
around 13,550 albums, at $8.11 each.

About how much revenue will DJ Mastermind’s new album bring 
in?

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Round and Round 1 of 2

About how much revenue will DJ Mastermind’s new album bring in?

DJ Mastermind’s new album will bring in about $112,000.

13,550 albums x $8.11 ≈ 14,000 x 8 = 112,000

5.NBT.A.4

Use place value 
understanding to round 
decimals to any place.

About this standard
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath Round and Round 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Circle all the numbers that round to 240 when rounded to the nearest ten.

239.5 241.0 245.1 242.5

5)

Round 36.9 to the 
nearest ten.

6) Round 14.256 to the 
nearest hundredth.

7) Round 7.96 to the 
nearest tenth.

8)

Write two diff erent numbers that 
round to 86.4 when rounded to the 
nearest tenth.

9) Write two diff erent numbers that 
round to 28 when rounded to the 
nearest whole.

10)

Round each number on the left to the nearest thousandth. Draw a line to the corresponding 
number on the right.

1) a)

3) c)

2) b)

1.021

1.034

1.033

1.020

1.0336

1.0332

1.0204

1.02074) d)

40

Answers may vary. Answers may vary.

14.26 8.0

What is the approximate cost to attend 
Bellhamm University for one year, rounded to 
the nearest thousand dollars?

11)

The Apollo 10, a spaceship that orbited the moon in 1969, holds the record 
for the highest speed attained by a manned vehicle at 24,791.25 miles per 
hour. Round the speed to the nearest whole.

Yearly costs to attend Bellhamm University:
Tuition: $8,765
Room & Board: $6,149
Meal Plan: $3,907
Books: $1,085

24,791 miles per hour

It would cost about $20,000 to attend 
Bellhamm University for one year.
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Answer: Potatoes: 51,840; Protein Pellets: 77,760; Vitamin Packs: 17,280; Chocolate Bars: 8,640;
Dehydrated Soup Packets: 25,920; Liters of Water: 43,200

MidSchoolMath 1

When teaching the standard algorithm for multi-digit multiplication, it is important to emphasize the value 
of each digit.  In O’Hara’s Oversized Order, Delta Team Geologist Kim O’Hara is in charge of catching up on 
supply inventory, so she can put in the next order for the team.  She needs to tell NASA how much of each 
item to send so that the team has enough for 720 days. The data provided are a Delta Team roster and 
O’Hara’s list showing how much of each item is consumed daily by each team member. 

LESSON:  O'HARA'S OVERSIZED ORDER
How much food should O'Hara order?

O'Hara's Oversized Order

5.NBT.B.5Number & Operations in Base Ten

Fluently multiply multi-digit whole numbers using the standard algorithm.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play O'Hara's Oversized Order Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How much food should O'Hara 
order?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your answer 
make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play O'Hara's Oversized Order Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

MidSchoolMath 2O'Hara's Oversized Order

5.NBT.B.5Number & Operations in Base Ten

Gladys: Many students have diffi  culty 
keeping digits in line when using the 
standard algorithm. Using grid paper may 
help these students keep digits aligned 
correctly.

Kevin: Some students forget to use zero 
as a placeholder when using the standard 
algorithm. Remind students of the place 
value of the digits being multiplied so 
students better understand the reason for 
these placeholders.

Megan: Consider using area models, 
partial products, or other visual aids to help 
students understand the algorithm.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #5
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

6,090
x 43

6,090
x 43

18270

6,090
x 43

18270
243600

6,090
x 43

18270
+ 243600

261870

1 Set up the multiplication.

2

3

4

Multiply by the three ones (3).

Multiply by the four tens (40).

Add the partial products.
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O’HARA’S OVERSIZED ORDER
How much food should O’Hara order?
Delta Team Geologist Kim O’Hara is in charge of the supply inven-
tory for her 12-member Delta Team on Mars. NASA has asked her 
to submit an order for the next supply shipment. She was sup-
posed to order enough for each team member for 720 days, but 
there was a miscalculation and she can only order for 580 days.

Help O’Hara determine how much of each item needs to be or-
dered.

5.NBT.B.5

Fluently multiply multi-digit 
whole numbers using the 
standard algorithm.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath O’Hara’s Oversized Order 1 of 2

580

Potatoes: 6 x 12 x 580 = 41,760

Protein Pellets: 9 x 12 x 580 = 62,640

Vitamin Packs: 2 x 12 x 580 = 13,920

Chocolate Bars: 1 x 12 x 580 = 6,960

Dehydrated Soup Packets: 
3 x 12 x 580 = 20,880

Liters of Water: 5 x 12 x 580 = 34,800

1

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Estimate each product fi rst. Find the actual product by using the standard algorithm. Use your 
estimate to check the reasonableness of the product.

Solve.

2)

1)

MidSchoolMath O’Hara’s Oversized Order 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

600

3000

300

70

180,000
183,731

197,047
210,000

In 2016, offi  ce space rental in San Fran-
cisco skyrocketed to $73 per square 
foot - more than Manhattan, NYC! How 
much would it cost to rent an offi  ce 
that measures 14 feet by 16 feet?

A family of fi ve wants to fl y from Los 
Angeles, CA to New York City, NY. One 
round-trip fi rst-class ticket costs $931, 
while one economy ticket costs $449. 
How much will the family save by fl ying 
economy?

Diana made an error on one of her 
homework problems. Circle Diana’s 
error, and redo the problem correctly.

3) 4)

5)

587 x 313

2941 x 67

=  __________  x  __________  =  _______________

=  __________  x  __________  =  _______________

587  
x 313

14 ft  
x  16 ft 

   224 ft2                                           
x  $73 per ft2 

2941  
x     67

224 ft2 $16,352
$931

x       5
$4,655

$449
x       5
$2,245

$4,655
-  $2,245
$2,410

2065  
x     47
14455

+ 82600
97,055
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Answer: Each crewmember can have 218 hardtack biscuits.

MidSchoolMath 1

In order to develop a deep understanding of long division, it’s important students make the connection and 
become comfortable with place value and the properties of operations.  During Hardtack, Patrick needs the 
captain’s help after weevils have eaten some of the food supply. Patrick asks the captain to help him fi gure 
out how many biscuits each crewmember can be allotted. The data provided is Patrick’s scratch paper that 
shows his previous attempts to divide the number of biscuits by the number of crewmembers. 

LESSON:  HARDTACK
How else might he do the division?

Hardtack

5.NBT.B.6Number & Operations in Base 10

Find whole-number quotients of whole numbers with up to four-digit dividends and two-digit 
divisors, using strategies based on place value, the properties of operations, and/or the relationship 
between multiplication and division. Illustrate and explain the calculation by using equations, 
rectangular arrays, and/or area models.

Immersion

Play Hardtack Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How else might he do the 
division? 
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas to help Patrick?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Hardtack Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

The Math SimulatorTM 
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

MidSchoolMath 2Hardtack

5.NBT.B.6Number & Operations in Base 10

Gladys: Help your students remember to 
include place value when estimating.

Kevin: Consider allowing students to exper-
iment with creative division methods based 
on their previous knowledge, now having 
been inspired by the captain's method in 
the video.

Megan: It's not uncommon for students to 
confuse the meanings of, and symbols for, 
divisor and dividend.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #3
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Set up the division problem.

3840 ÷ 16

(3200 + 640) ÷ 16
2

3

Identify useful partials, and break up dividend.

Divide using partials.
Partial 1 Partial 2 Answer+ =

3200 ÷ 16 640 ÷ 16

200 40+ = 240
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HARDTACK

5.NBT.B.6

Find whole-number 
quotients of whole numbers 
with up to four-digit 
dividends and two-digit 
divisors, using strategies 
based on place value, the 
properties of operations, 
and/or the relationship 
between multiplication 
and division. Illustrate and 
explain the calculation by 
using equations, rectangular 
arrays, and/or area models.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Hardtack 1 of 2

Each crewmember can have _______ jars of pickled vegetables.9

How else might he do the division?
Patrick is also taking inventory of the jars of pickled vegetables. 
He found 306 jars in the corner of the galley. Patrick is trying to 
determine how many jars each crewmember can have.

Below you can see Patrick’s work on his scratch paper. 

Help Patrick fi gure out how many jars of pickled vegetables each 
crewmember can have.

Methods may vary.
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Practice Printable



APPLYING THE STANDARD

Find each quotient.

Divide by taking out factors of ten.

2,860 ÷ 131)

2,800 ÷ 404)

7,840 ÷ 162)

810 ÷ 905)

864 ÷ 363)

1100 ÷ 106)

MidSchoolMath Hardtack 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Mr. Bryce bought 6 packages of markers for his students. Each package contains 64 markers. Mr. 
Bryce has 32 students in class. How many markers can each student have if they are divided 
evenly?

8)

Jacqueline wrote 1,152 pages during the fi rst 12 months of college. Assuming she wrote the 
same number of pages each month, how many pages did she write each month? Solve by using 
equations, rectangular arrays, and/or area models.

7)

220
Methods may vary.

490
Methods may vary.

24
Methods may vary.

2800 280 x 10
40

70
4 x 10

= = 810 81 x 10
90

9
9 x 10

= = 1100 110 x 10
10

110
10

= =

Jacqueline wrote 96 pages each month. (Methods may vary.)

Each student can have 12 markers. (Methods may vary.)
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Answer: Cicero will get paid 0.45 (or 45/100) of a slice of bread, with butter.

MidSchoolMath 1

The real world contains many situations that cannot be quantifi ed solely by whole numbers. Students often 
need to be able to break numbers down into smaller decimal components and to compute fl uidly with 
those components. During Bread & Butter, Cicero has negotiated with the Paymaster that he will be paid ½ 
of a piece of bread and butter for 10 days of work. However, when Cicero goes to get paid, the Paymaster 
notices that he has missed one day of work.  The data provided is an image of a slice of bread with a 10 x 10 
grid overlay. 

LESSON:  BREAD & BUTTER
How much will Cicero get paid?

How will the Paymaster cut the bread?

Bread & Butter

5.NBT.B.7Number & Operations in Base Ten

Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals to hundredths, using concrete models or drawings 
and strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between 
addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Bread & Butter Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How much will Cicero get paid? 
How will the Paymaster cut the bread?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Bread & Butter Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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Answer: Cicero will get paid 0.45 (or 45/100) of a slice of bread, with butter.

MidSchoolMath 1

The real world contains many situations that cannot be quantifi ed solely by whole numbers. Students often 
need to be able to break numbers down into smaller decimal components and to compute fl uidly with 
those components. During Bread & Butter, Cicero has negotiated with the Paymaster that he will be paid ½ 
of a piece of bread and butter for 10 days of work. However, when Cicero goes to get paid, the Paymaster 
notices that he has missed one day of work.  The data provided is an image of a slice of bread with a 10 x 10 
grid overlay. 

LESSON:  BREAD & BUTTER
How much will Cicero get paid?

How will the Paymaster cut the bread?

Bread & Butter

5.NBT.B.7Number & Operations in Base Ten

Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals to hundredths, using concrete models or drawings 
and strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between 
addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Bread & Butter Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How much will Cicero get paid? 
How will the Paymaster cut the bread?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Bread & Butter Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard

MidSchoolMath Bread & Butter

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.NBT.B.7Number & Operations in Base Ten 

2

Gladys: Challenge your students to use 
models, arrays, number lines or other 
diagrams to illustrate their reasoning with 
decimal operations.

Kevin: In addition to reminding students 
to "line up the decimal point" when adding 
and subtracting decimal numbers, explicitly 
discuss the reasoning behind it. We add/
subtract tenths with tenths and hundredths 
with hundredths, and so on.

Megan: If students are still having trouble 
with this standard, have them estimate. 
This may help them understand where the 
decimal point should be placed.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #4
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Set up addition problem, lining up the decimal 
points to add like place values.

$12.50
$6.75

+ $0.75
$20.00
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BREAD & BUTTER
How much will Cicero get paid?
How will the Paymaster cut the bread?
Cicero had another ‘Rock, Paper, Sword’ tournament a month 
later, and this time he made it to the fi nals! Unfortunately the 
tournament caused him to miss four days of work during his usual 
ten-day shift. Undoubtedly this will aff ect his usual payment of ½ 
slice of bread and butter for 10 days of work.

How much bread will Cicero receive from the Paymaster?
How will the Paymaster cut the bread? (Use the diagram.) 

5.NBT.B.7

Add, subtract, multiply, 
and divide decimals 
to hundredths, using 
concrete models or 
drawings and strategies 
based on place value, 
properties of operations, 
and/or the relationship 
between addition and 
subtraction; relate the 
strategy to a written 
method and explain the 
reasoning used.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Bread & Butter 1 of 2

Cicero will receive ____________ of a slice of bread.0.30
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Calculate.

Fill in the blanks to make the calculation true.

3.6 x 14.341) 3.4 – 1.672) 6.25 ÷ 1.253)

4)

MidSchoolMath Bread & Butter 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Miriam is using the area model to help her multiply 6 x 4.7. Fill in the area model to show the 
partial products. Then fi ll in the blank to show the full product of 6 x 4.7.

7)

The model below represents 1 whole. Leah shaded in areas to help her solve a multiplication 
problem where each factor is a decimal.
What two numbers is she multiplying, and what is the product?

________ x ________ = ________

5)

Cameron and her two friends were making small dots out of felt. They had 0.36 of a square yard 
of felt. If they shared the felt equally among them, how much felt did each person get? Use the 
diagram below to help solve the problem.

________ ÷ ________ = ________

6)

Fill in the blanks with the dividend, divisor and quotient:

Each person got _______________ of a square yard of felt.

a)

b)

1.7351.624

Answers may vary.
2.57 + 6.07 = 8.64 2.27 + 6.37 = 8.64
2.07 + 6.57 = 8.64 2.17 + 6.47 = 8.64
2.37 + 6.27 = 8.64 2.47 + 6.17 = 8.64

5

0.4

0.36

0.3

3

0.12

0.12

0.12
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5.NF
Number & Operations - Fractions

69



The idea of using equivalency to help solve a problem is a critical skill in mathematics. During Hay, country 
girl Kate must determine her monthly hay expense for her horse and two ponies. The data provided are the 
amount of hay eaten by the horse and ponies, how often they are fed, and the cost of a hay bale.  

The Math SimulatorTM 

Answer: Kate's spends $440 each month on hay.

MidSchoolMath 1

LESSON: HAY
How much does Kate spend on hay each month?

Hay

5.NF.A.1Number & Operations - Fractions

Add and subtract fractions with unlike denominators (including mixed numbers) by replacing given 
fractions with equivalent fractions in such a way as to produce an equivalent sum or diff erence of 
fractions with like denominators. For example: 2/3 + 5/4 = 8/12 + 15/12 = 23/12. (In general, a/b + c/d 
= (ad + bc)/bd.)

Immersion

Play Hay Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How much does Kate spend on hay 
each month?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Hay Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Hay

5.NF.A.1Number & Operations - Fractions

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

Gladys: Skills learned from 4.NF.B.3b, 
including adding fractions with like 
denominators, will be expanded upon in 
this standard.

Kevin: Discuss with students that 
multiplying original denominators will fi nd 
a common denominator, but it might not 
be the smallest common denominator. 
Further simplifi cation may be necessary.

Megan: Visual tools, like fraction models, 
can help students evaluate whether a 
common denominator found using an 
algorithm is reasonable.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #6
Standard Math Procedures

2
3

5
6

26
3

52
6

52
6

35
6

35
6

5
6

Instruction at a Glance

1

5

4

Set up subtraction problem.

Simplify.

Set up subtraction problem.

8     – 5

2

–

–

2

3

Convert to improper fractions.

Find LCM and create equivalent fractions.
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HAY
How much hay did Kate’s horses eat this 
week?

5.NF.A.1 

Add and subtract fractions 
with unlike denominators 
(including mixed 
numbers) by replacing 
given fractions with 
equivalent fractions in 
such a way as to produce  
an  equivalent sum or 
diff erence of fractions 
with like denominators. 
For example: 2/3  + 5/4  = 
8/12 + 15/12 = 23/12. (In 
general, a/b + c/d  =  (ad  + 
bc)/bd).

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Hay 1 of 2

Kate should check:

Thunder Big BoyKnight Will

Country girl Kate uses a weekly food log to keep a close eye on 
the amount of hay her horses actually eat.  If healthy, each of her 
adult horses (Thunder, Knight, Will & Big Boy) will eat between 
4 ½ and 5 bales of hay each week.  If a horse eats any less than 
that, Kate checks in on them to see if they might be sick.

How much did each horse eat? 

Which horse(s) should Kate check for sickness?

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

To add or subtract fractions, it is sometimes necessary to replace the given fractions with equivalent 
fractions that have a common denominator.  

MidSchoolMath Hay 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Answers may vary.
For each set of fractions, write equivalent replacement fractions with a common denominator.

Find the sum or diff erence. 

1) 3
5

1
4 2) 5

6

2
6

5
6

12
20

15
30

10
30

6
30

9
12

2
12

8
12

5
20

1
21

1
3 3) 1

2
1
3

1
5 4) 2

3
3
4

1
6

6) 1
4 3 5

8 3

7
8 6 5

6 2

+ 7) 1
5

3
10 10 +5) 5

7
2
3

- 8) 1
3

1
2 4  1-

Tony is 11     years old.  His little brother, Sean, 
is 8       years old.  How much older is Tony than 
Sean?

Trina opened a new box of cereal. She ate 
2      

 cups of cereal and her dad ate 3    cups. 
If the new box had 11 cups, how much cereal 
is left in the box?

cups

years

(3 years, one month)

9) 10)1
2 

1
2 

3
4 

5
12 

USAIN BOLT vs. THE CHEETAH 
The world’s fastest man, Usain Bolt, can run 100  
meters  in  9     seconds. The cheetah can run the 
same distance in 6     seconds. 

How  much  faster  is  the  cheetah  than  
Usain Bolt?

3
5 

1
10 

1
2 10

1
12 3

3
4 4

1
2 3The cheetah is  seconds faster than Usain 

Bolt.
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Answer: Tiberius notices an error in the addition of his two parcels of land. Instead of stating 2⁄5 + ½   = 3⁄7, 
it should say 2⁄5 + ½   = 9⁄1.

MidSchoolMath 1Acre Acquisition

5.NF.A.2Number & Operations - Fractions
Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions referring to the same whole, including 
cases of unlike denominators, (e.g. by using visual fraction models or equations to represent the problem). 
Use benchmark fractions and number sense of fractions to estimate mentally and assess the reasonableness 
of answers. For example, recognize an incorrect result 2/5 + 1/2 = 3/7, by observing that 3/7 < 1/2.

The addition and subtraction of fractions is a commonly used skill in everything from cooking and sports to 
construction and business.  In Acre Acquisition, Tiberius Picklebottom fulfi lls a longtime dream of purchasing 
land in the great American West.  And, he was lucky enough to be able to purchase two parcels of land on 
the outskirts of town! As he is reviewing his deed for his newly acquired property, he notices something 
peculiar, and begins to suspect that there may have been an error made on the deed. The data provided is 
the image of the deed itself with the calculations used to produce the exact amount of land Tiberius had 
purchased.  

LESSON:  ACRE ACQUISITION
What did he notice on the deed?

Immersion

Play Acre Acquisition Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What did he notice on the deed?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Acre Acquisition Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

The Math SimulatorTM 
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath Acre Acquisition

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.NF.A.2Number & Operations - Fractions

2

Gladys: This standard builds upon students' 
understanding of visual fraction models 
from Grade 4.

Kevin: As often as possible, encourage 
students to use their understanding of 
benchmark fractions to estimate an answer 
before beginning calculations.

Megan:  Allow students many 
opportunities to share their thinking, and 
challenge them to reason beyond the 
algorithm, via visual models, benchmark 
fractions, etc.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #3
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

3

Draw a model representing the whole.

Eliminate      of the model.

2

4

Eliminate      of the model.

Determine amount of whole that still remains.

of the bowl remains.

1
4

5
8

1
8
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ACRE ACQUISITION
What did he notice about the deed?
After several months of taking care of his land, Tiberius decided 
that it might be easier if he didn’t have so much land to care for. 
Thus he has decided to sell part of his land. Of his 9/10 acre, he 
desires to sell 1/5 acre, so Tiberius goes back to see Conrad Skinner 
to fi le the paper work. Once again, upon reviewing the document, 
Tiberius notices something peculiar.

What did he notice about the deed?

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Acre Acquisition 1 of 2

What did he notice about the deed?

      –       ≠       because       is larger than one whole, and 
Tiberius didn’t even have a whole acre to start. The deed 
should say       –       =       .

9
10

9
10

7
10

1
5

1
5

8
5

8
5

5.NF.A.2

Solve word problems 
involving addition and 
subtraction of fractions 
referring to the same 
whole, including cases of 
unlike denominators, (e.g. 
by using visual fraction 
models or equations to 
represent the problem). 
Use benchmark fractions 
and number sense of 
fractions to estimate 
mentally and assess 
the reasonableness of 
answers. For example, 
recognize an incorrect 
result 2/5 + 1/2 = 3/7, by 
observing that 3/7 < 1/2.

About this standard

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Circle each situation that could be solved using the expression       +      .1)

Michelle planted       of her garden bed with pepper plants, and another       of the garden bed 
with carrots. She plans to use the remaining space to grow tomatoes.

2)

Jackson and Loren decided to grow their hair out all summer. Jackson’s hair grew        of an inch, 
while Loren’s grew        of an inch.

3)

Bella just fi nished making fresh spring rolls for her book club and was 
about to make her Grandma Mabel’s famous dipping sauce. Bella 
wants to have 4 cups of sauce. How many batches of Grandma Mabel’s 
sauce will Bella need to make?

4)

Kyle and Kristen shared a pizza. Kyle ate       of the pizza and Kristen ate       of the 
pizza. How much of the entire pizza did they eat all together?

a)

Draw a fraction model to represent 
the garden bed.

a)

How can you use benchmark 
fractions to easily tell whose hair 
grew more over the summer?

a)

How much taller is 
Ezequiel than Janae?

a)

If the three students lay on the fl oor, end to end, how 
many feet would their bodies stretch in total?

c)

How much taller is 
Marissa than Janae?

b)

How much space in the garden bed 
is left to plant tomatoes?

b)

Write and solve an expression to 
answer how much longer Loren’s 
hair grew than Jackson’s.

b)

MidSchoolMath Acre Acquisition 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?
3
5

2
3

3
5

2
3

Bentley ran       of a mile, while Elliot biked       of a mile. Who traveled further?b) 2
3

3
5

Yolanda drank       of her water bottle. Natalie drank       of her water bottle. 
How much water did they drink together? 

c) 2
3

3
5

1
2

5
123

4

1
4

5)

       of the garden bed is left to plant 
tomatoes.

1
4

      >       while       <      , so Loren’s 
hair grew more.

3
4

1
2

5
12

1
2

      –       =       or 3
4

5
12

4
12

1
3

1
3Loren’s hair grew       inch longer than Jackson’s.

3
4

1
2

1
3

1
12One batch:       +       +       = 1      cups

1
31      + 1      + 1      = 3      or 4 cups.1

3
1
3

3
3

Bella needs to make 3 batches of Grandma Mabel’s sauce.

5
8

7
24

1
24

Ezequiel is       feet taller.

All three students end to end would stretch 14       feet.

Marissa is       feet taller.
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Answer: Each fairy should receive 1      jars of honey.

MidSchoolMath 1

When gaining fl uency with division, a solid understanding that fractions are division problems, and being 
able to visualize a model, are key. In Much Ado About Honey, the three fairies Beeblossom, Coyote, and 
Columbina are fi ghting over fi ve jars of honey. King Oberon appears and commands that they stop arguing 
and share the honey evenly among them. The data provided is an image of the three fairies looking at the 
fi ve jars of honey. 

LESSON:  MUCH ADO ABOUT HONEY
How much honey should each fairy receive?

Much Ado About Honey

5.NF.B.3Number & Operations - Fractions
Interpret a fraction as division of the numerator by the denominator (a/b = a ÷ b). Solve word problems 
involving division of whole numbers leading to answers in the form of fractions or mixed numbers, (e.g. by 
using visual fraction models or equations to represent the problem). For example, interpret 3/4 as the result 
of dividing 3 by 4, noting that 3/4 multiplied by 4 equals 3, and that when 3 wholes are shared equally among 4 
people each person has a share of size 3/4. If 9 people want to share a 50-pound sack of rice equally by weight, 
how many pounds of rice should each person get? Between what two whole numbers does your answer lie?

2
3

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Much Ado About Honey Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How much honey should each 
fairy receive?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Much Ado About Honey Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Much Ado About Honey

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.NF.B.3Number & Operations - Fractions

Gladys: When possible, consider allowing 
students to practice division using physical 
materials, (e.g. paper they can tear into 
fractional pieces, a box of crayons they can 
divide up, a bag of rice they can divide up, 
etc.)

Kevin: Students may fi nd a fraction to be 
be less intimidating if they understand it to 
be simply the division of two quantities.

Megan: Models, drawings and diagrams 
can support student understanding 
of a fraction being the division of two 
quantities.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #3
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Set up problem.

2 sandwiches ÷ 3 people

2

2

4

Draw model.

Divide.

2 sandwiches ÷ 3 people =      of a sandwich per 
person.

2
3
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MUCH ADO ABOUT HONEY
How much honey should each fairy 
receive?
Beeblossom, Coyote, and Columbina set out into the Forest 
of Enchanted Dreams to collect some more honey. This time, 
Columbina brought along her little sister, Silvermist. Together 
they all collected seven jars of honey.

Help the fairies split the honey evenly among the four of them.

5.NF.B.3

Interpret a fraction as 
division of the numerator 
by the denominator  (a/b = 
a ÷ b). Solve word problems 
involving division of whole 
numbers leading to answers 
in the form of fractions or 
mixed numbers, (e.g. by 
using visual fraction models 
or equations to represent 
the problem). For example, 
interpret 3/4 as the result of 
dividing 3 by 4, noting that 
3/4 multiplied by 4 equals 
3, and that when 3 wholes 
are shared equally among 
4 people each person has a 
share of size 3/4. If 9 people 
want to share a 50-pound 
sack of rice equally by weight, 
how many pounds of rice 
should each person get? 

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Much Ado About Honey 1 of 2

7 jars of honey
4 fairies

=  7 ÷  4  =  1       jars per fairy3
4

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Match each fraction to its corresponding situation or expression.

6 ÷ 5

Four people sharing 3 cookies equally

Four pizzas shared equally among three people

MidSchoolMath Much Ado About Honey 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Circle the expression that must be equal to the fraction        /        .

Tommy and Phil shared a fi ve pound bag of jellybeans. How much did 
each of them get if they shared it evenly?

The girls’ swim team is having an end of the year celebration. There are 8 girls on the team and 
they ordered 6 pizzas to share. How much pizza will each girl get if they split all pizzas evenly? 
Draw a representation to show your thinking.

Diane has $23 and wants to divide it evenly between her 5 
grandchildren. How much money will each grandchild get?

5)

6)

7)

8)

1) 5 ÷ 6a)3
4

2) b)5
6

3) c)6
5

4) d)4
3

+a) ÷b) —c) ÷d)

5 pounds of jellybeans
2 boys

=  5  ÷  2  =  2       pounds per boy1
2

$23
5 grandchildren

=  23  ÷  5  =  $4       per grandchild3
5

6 pizzas
8 girls

=         of a pizza per girl3
4

$4.60 per grandchild
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Answer: The dose for the horse is 12 grams.

MidSchoolMath 1

Understanding what multiplying fractions means conceptually and being able to illustrate problems using models 
allows students to develop conceptual understanding rather than memorizing an algorithm. In The Horse Doctor, 
Doctor Equinas, who has always had a special connection with horses, is working with a large horse named Bella who 
is not feeling well. Bella is a larger than average horse, and she will require a larger than normal dose of antibiotics to 
begin feeling better. The data provided is a page from the notebook of Dr. Equinas, where she has written details of 
the dosage she thinks Bella should receive. 

LESSON:  THE HORSE DOCTOR
What is the medicine dose for the horse?

The Horse Doctor

5.NF.B.4aNumber & Operations - Fractions

Interpret the product (a/b) x q as a parts of a partition of q into b equal parts; equivalently, as the 
result of a sequence of operations a x q ÷ b. For example, use a visual fraction model to show (2/3) x  
4 = 8/3, and create a story context for this equation. Do the same with (2/3) x (4/5) = 8/15. (In general, 
(a/b) x (c/d) = (ac)/(bd).

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play The Horse Doctor Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What is the medicine dose for the 
horse?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play The Horse Doctor Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath The Horse Doctor

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.NF.B.4aNumber & Operations - Fractions

2

Gladys: Consider allowing students time 
and freedom to explore creative ways to 
illustrate and represent problems within 
this standard.

Kevin: Encourage struggling students to 
use area models, tape diagrams, or number 
lines to represent their thinking.

Megan: Where appropriate, students may 
benefi t from a reminder that a fraction 
multiplied by a whole number can be 
shown as repeated addition of that fraction.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #2
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Describe the visual.

12 total stars, divided into 3 groups. 2 of those 
groups are selected. 

2 Find the expression that best matches the 
description.

x 122
3
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THE HORSE DOCTOR
What is the medicine dose for the horse?

The next patient Dr. Equinas had was a very large stallion named 
Beast. It didn’t take long for Dr. Equinas to determine that Beast 
would require a larger than normal dosage of antibiotics to fi ght 
off  his bug. Below is a page from the notebook of Dr. Equinas with 
details on the dosage she thinks Beast should receive.

What is the medicine dose for the horse?

5.NF.B.4a

Interpret the product 
(a/b) x q as a parts of a 
partition of q into b equal 
parts; equivalently, as 
the result of a sequence 
of operations a x q ÷ b. 
For example, use a visual 
fraction model to show 
(2/3) x  4 = 8/3, and create 
a story context for this 
equation. Do the same 
with (2/3) x (4/5) = 8/15. (In 
general, (a/b) x (c/d) = (ac)/
(bd).

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath The Horse Doctor 1 of 2

What is the medicine dose for the horse?
63
3

7
3 x 9 =      = 21

The medicine dose for the horse is 21 grams.

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

The Horse Doctor

The diagram below represents one whole.

Write a multiplication story that could be solved using 
the diagram, resulting in the product shown.

Write a multiplication expression that represents the 
situation above.

1)
a)

b)

Draw a visual fraction model to 
represent       x 3, then write the product 
on the line below.

2)
5

12

Kevin had      box of candy. He ate      of 
it. Draw a visual model to represent 
how much candy he ate, then write the 
product on the line below.

3) 1
2

1
3

5
12 x 3 = ________________ Kevin ate ___________ box of candy.

Kristy had      tray of brownies, and she decided to take 
it to school for the teachers. The teachers ate      of the 
brownies that Kristy brought. How much of the whole tray 
did the teachers eat? Draw a visual model to represent the 
problem.

4) 2
3

2
5

5)

9)

x

x

2
3

3
5

4
7

5
12

3
10

6)

10)

x 163
4

x 2
9

7)

11)

x 3
5

4
5

x 2
5

7
8

8)

12)

4 x 2
9

x 205
8

Find each product. Simplify when possible.

Answers will vary.
Example. Genna has grass on      of her yard. She is 
thinking about using      of the area as a dog run. How 
much of the entire yard will the dog run take up?

3
51

3

3
15

3
5

1
3

1
5x      =      = 

Answers will vary.

1
41     (or       )15

12
1
6

4
15

4
15

2
3

2
5x      =       

The teachers ate      of the 
whole tray.

8
21

12
25

8
9= 1248

4

= 15
60

1
4 = 6

90
1

15 = 14
40

7
20 = 12     = 12100

8
1
2

4
8
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MidSchoolMath 1Find a Field

5.NF.B.4bNumber & Operations - Fractions

Find the area of a rectangle with fractional side lengths by tiling it with unit squares of the 
appropriate unit fraction side lengths, and show that the area is the same as would be found 
by multiplying the side lengths. Multiply fractional side lengths to fi nd areas of rectangles, and 
represent fraction products as rectangular areas.  

Connecting algorithms to geometric representations is one of the most powerful learning methods in math. 
In Find a Field, Farmer Ellie explains the lucrative benefi ts of being a farmer and gives prospective farmers a 
tip: If you want to be a successful farmer, you need to make sure you purchase a fi eld at the right price, which 
requires knowing the exact area. The data provided is an aerial shot of her fi eld with the dimensions given.

LESSON:  FIND A FIELD
What is the area of the fi eld?

Answer: The area of the fi eld is 6⁄12 or ½   of a square mile.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Find a Field Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What is the area of the fi eld?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?"

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Find a Field Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath Find a Field

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.NF.B.4bNumber & Operations - Fractions 

2

Gladys: Continue to use area models and 
line segments as resources in this standard.

Kevin: Be prepared to address the fact that 
an answer in lowest terms may be diffi  cult 
to connect to a model that illustrates the 
result before it was simplifi ed.

Megan: This standard builds upon the skills 
and concepts of fractions and rectangles in 
4.NBT.B.5, 4.NF.B.3a, and 4.NF.B.3b. Connect 
back to those skills when students struggle.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #6
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

4

Set up multiplication problem.

Simplify.

2     x 4

x

11     square units

2

3

Tile the rectangle using the unit fraction of      
and/or convert to improper fractions.

Count the number of lines (now of size     ) 
and/or multiply.

1
2

1
4

1
2

9
2

5
2

1
4

1
2

45
4
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FIND A FIELD
What is the area of the fi eld?
Ellie has decided her next farming venture will be to grow some 
cabbage; however, she will need a larger farm to accommodate 
the new crop. A farm down the road recently came on the market 
for sale. If it is larger than ½ square mile, Ellie will purchase the 
farm to start growing cabbage.  An aerial view of the farm for sale 
is shown below.

What is the area of the fi eld?

5.NF.B.4b

Find the area of a 
rectangle with fractional 
side lengths by tiling 
it with unit squares of 
the appropriate unit 
fraction side lengths, 
and show that the area 
is the same as would be 
found by multiplying the 
side lengths. Multiply 
fractional side lengths to 
fi nd areas of rectangles, 
and represent fraction 
products as rectangular 
areas.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Find a Field 1 of 2

The area of the fi eld is __________ square miles.

Will Ellie purchase the fi eld?     YES             NO

8
15

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Match each problem to the corresponding area model, and then fi nd the product.

x

1     x 2  

x

x

Model: 

Model: 

Model: 

Model: 

Product: 

Product: 

Product: 

Product: 

1)

3)

2)

4)

Scott wants to lay carpet in Rocky’s doghouse. The fl oor of the 
doghouse measures       meters by       meters. How much carpet should 
Scott purchase?

8)

Gina is planting a small patch of grass in her backyard. The area she will be seeding is 3     yards 
by 2     yards. What is the area of the grass patch?

9)

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Find a Field

2
4

1
2

3
4

2
5

3
5

1
3

2
4

3
5

Find each product. Use the diagram to create an area model.

    x5) 1
3

1
9     x6) 3

4
4
5 3      x 27) 3

4
2
3

7
8

1
22

3

4
5

Model A Model B

Model C Model D

C

D

B

A

=6
20

3
10

3 1
2

=6
16

3
8

6
25

=12
20

3
5

1
27 10

Scott should purchase        of a square meter of carpet.

The area of the grass patch is 9      square yards.

7
10

1
3
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Answer: Kid Corp – 3 times; Lemonade Ladies LLC – 3 times; Lemonade 4 Life – 1.5 times; The Lemon 
Kings – 2 times.

MidSchoolMath 1Sweet Success!

5.NF.B.5aNumber & Operations - Fractions

Interpret multiplication as scaling (resizing) by comparing the size of a product to the size of one 
factor on the basis of the size of the other factor, without performing the indicated multiplication.

Recognizing the relationship between products and their factors aids in making sense of problems at the 
most fundamental level. In Sweet Success!, the Sweet sisters, Sammy and Savannah, share how they gained 
their fi nancial success through lemonade stands via an infomercial, and encourage other kids to start gaining 
their own capital. Through their infomercial, Sammy and Savannah show how several of their lemonade 
stand locations grew through the year and how that caused an increase in revenue. The data provided is a 
chart showing the diff erent lemonade stands, along with their revenue at the beginning and end of the year. 
There is a column on the chart for students to record the revenue increase factor for each featured lemonade 
stand.

LESSON:  SWEET SUCCESS!
By how many times did the revenue increase for each business?

Immersion

Play Sweet Success! Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: By how many times did the 
revenue increase for each business?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Sweet Success! Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

The Math SimulatorTM 

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath Sweet Success!

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.NF.B.5aNumber & Operations - Fractions

2

Gladys: Emphasize with students that the scale 
factor by which a product is obtained is the 
ratio of that product and one of the factors. This 
will help students determine the scale factor 
when it isn't a simple whole number.

Kevin: As students fi rst delve into this topic, 
consider keeping examples relatively simple 
so they feel comfortable focusing more on 
reasoning and less on calculation.

Megan: The focus of this standard is for 
students to make the often diffi  cult transition 
from additive reasoning to multiplicative 
reasoning.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #4
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

2

Analyze the eff ect of the second factor in each option.

Find the answer option with the greatest value.

A: 24 x            Product will be       of the value of 24.

D: 24 x

C: 24 x            Product will be exactly 24.

D: 24 x            Product will be 1     times of the value  
         of 24.

B: 24 x            Product will be       of the value of 24.

3
4

3
4

1
5

1
5

3
2

3
2

1
2

12
12
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SWEET SUCCESS!
By how many times did the revenue 
increase for each business?

The Sweet sisters are true entrepreneurs. Sammy and Savannah 
have started another business. This time, they’re working with 
their furry friends and have started a doggy daycare chain.  Before 
starting this business, they did a lot of research on the best 
locations and were able to predict where the highest demand 
would be. Boy, did their research pay off ! They have been growing 
steadily since the beginning of the year. 

From the beginning of the year until the end, by how many times 
did the revenue increase for each business?

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Sweet Success! 1 of 2

5.NF.B.5a

Interpret multiplication 
as scaling (resizing) by 
comparing the size of a 
product to the size of one 
factor on the basis of the 
size of the other factor, 
without performing the 
indicated multiplication.

About this standard

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Sweet Success!

3 3
1 1

Both expressions have a common factor of 2. If 2 is multiplied by a factor greater than one, the value of 
the product will be greater than 2. If 2 is multiplied by a factor less than 1, the value of the product will be 
less than 2. Thus it is easy to see that 1     x 2 will have a product greater than the product of      x 2. 

5

2

2

5

2

2
OR 5

5

9 x                       2
3 9 x                       3

3 9 x                       3
2

5
2

Ryan is incorrect. The product would only be less than 24 if 24 were being multiplied by a factor that has a 
value of less than 1. Since       is greater than 1, the product will be greater than 24.

12 is 1.5 times as large as 8.

18 x 2     = 45

12 is 8 times as large as 1.5.

x       =

Use this multiplication equation to answer each question:     1.5 x 8 = 127)

12 is how many times as large as 8?a) 12 is how many times as large as 1.5?b)

Write a multiplication problem that shows 
that 45 is 2      times the value of 18.

8) Write a multiplication problem that shows 
that       is       the value of       .

9)

Look at problem c from question 1 above. Explain how you knew which was the greater value 
without doing the calculation.

2)

Without doing the calculations, circle the greater value.1)

a) 25      OR            x 252
5

c)      x 2      OR      1     x 21
3

1
3

b) 3      x 45      OR            x 451
4

1
4

d)      x           OR            1
2

4
5

1
2

Use the digits 2 and/or 5 to fi ll in the blanks below to make the statement true.3)

a) 13 x           > 13 b) 13 x           < 13 c) 13 x           = 13

Without doing the calculations, order the following from least to greatest.4)

9 x 3
2 9 x 3

3 9 x 2
3

Least Greatest

Ryan said that the product of 24 and       is less than 24 because any whole number multiplied 
by a fraction will be less than 24. Is he correct? Explain your answer without doing the actual 
calculation.

6) 5
2

Circle all of the options below which, when inserted for b, would make the following statement 
true:     3 x b is less than 3 but greater than 0.

5)

3a) b) c) 1d) e) 0f)1
3

3
2

2
3

1
2

1
2

1
5

1
3

1
15

1
15

1
3

1
5
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Answer: Marie is correct. 3/4 of a pound of beef at $8.00 per pound should cost less than $8.00. The price 
for 3/4 pound is $6.00.

MidSchoolMath 1

Being able to explain why and how certain operations work, like multiplication with fractions, leads to deeper understanding and 
increased profi ciency. In The Beef with Beef, Kenneth is working at the meat counter when customer Marie asks for ¾ of a pound of 
sirloin. The sirloin is priced at $8.00 per pound. Kenneth measures out the meat and tells Marie it will be $12.00. Marie challenges 
him and says that that’s impossible because she only asked for ¾ of a pound. Kenneth sticks to his position that the meat costs 
$12 because multiplying always leads to a larger product.  They call the manager, Miss Bryce, to help with the situation. The data 
provided are two images, one of Kenneth giving Marie ¾ of a pound of sirloin and asking for $12, and another showing Kenneth 
saying, "Multiplication always results in a bigger number" and Marie saying, "But, there ARE situations when multiplication results 
in a smaller number."

LESSON:  THE BEEF WITH BEEF
Which one of them is correct?

The Beef with Beef

5.NF.B.5bNumber & Operations - Fractions
Interpret multiplication as scaling (resizing) by explaining why multiplying a given number by a fraction 
greater than 1 results in a product greater than the given number (recognizing multiplication by whole 
numbers greater than 1 as a familiar case); explaining why multiplying a given number by a fraction less 
than 1 results in a product smaller than the given number; and relating the principle of fraction equivalence 
a/b = (n × a)/(n × b) to the eff ect of multiplying a/b by 1.

Immersion

Play The Beef with Beef Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Which one of them is correct?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are 
your ideas?"

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your answer 
make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play The Beef with Beef Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

The Math SimulatorTM 
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2The Beef with Beef

5.NF.B.5bNumber & Operations - Fractions

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

Gladys: Students will continue to use and 
expand upon the skills learned in 5.NF.B.4a 
and 5.NF.B.5a.

Kevin: Encourage students to use both 
written text and corresponding pictures to 
support their answers.

Megan: Provide students with many con-
crete examples, in the hopes that they will 
discover for themselves the conditions 
under which multiplying results in a prod-
uct greater than the initial amount and the 
conditions under which multiplying results 
in a product less than the initial amount.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #2
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

2

Analyze the size of the second factor in relation to 1.

Select the option with the second factor less than 1.

A:      x            Second factor is less than 1.

A:      x       

C:      x            Second factor is greater than 1.

D:      x            Second factor is greater than 1.

B:      x 1         Second factor is equal to 1.

1
4

1
4

3
2
3
2

2
3

2
3

2
3

4
1
8
5
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THE BEEF WITH BEEF
Which one of them is correct?
Customer Karla was grocery shopping. She came to the meat 
counter and asked Kenneth for $12 worth of ground pork. Ground 
pork was priced at $8.00 per pound. Karla suggested Kenneth 
start with measuring two pounds; since $12 was so much more 
than $8, it would have to be at least 2 pounds of meat. Kenneth 
told the customer it would be less than 2 pounds of meat.

Which one of them is correct? Explain how you know.

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath The Beef with Beef 1 of 2

Who is correct?

Karla                          Kenneth

Explain how you know.

$8 per pound x 2 pounds = $16. If Karla wants $12 worth, the 
second factor must be less than 2. $12 worth of pork will only 

be 1      pounds.1
2

5.NF.B.5b

Interpret multiplication 
as scaling (resizing) by 
explaining why multiplying 
a given number by a 
fraction greater than 1 
results in a product greater 
than the given number 
(recognizing multiplication 
by whole numbers greater 
than 1 as a familiar case); 
explaining why multiplying 
a given number by a 
fraction less than 1 results in 
a product smaller than the 
given number; and relating 
the principle of fraction 
equivalence a/b = (n × 
a)/(n × b) to the eff ect of 
multiplying a/b by 1.

About this standard

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

The Beef with Beef

Circle the expressions that will have a 
product greater than both factors.

Explain or show why 2      x 6 will have a product greater than 6.

Answers may vary.

Explain or show why       x 4 will have a product less than 4.

Fill in the blanks using the options below to make the statment true.

1

product

factor

fraction 
equivalence

Circle the expressions that will have a 
product less than both factors.

1)

3)

4)

5)

2)

xa) 1
5

3
3

xa) 1
4

3
4

xd) 7
5

3
2

x 3e) 3
5

xd) 5
4

1
3

1
4

x e) 2
3

1
3

2      x 6 will have a product greater than 6 because 2 x 6 = 12 and 2      > 2, so the 
product will be even larger than that.

1
3

1
3

Answers may vary.

     x 4 will have a product less than 4 because it means to make 5 equal parts out 
of 4 but only take 2 of those parts;      is a fractional part less than one, thus the 
product will be less than 4.

2
5 2

5

2
5

1
2

2
3

2
6

1
3

3 x 2b) 1
2

1     x b) 3
4

1
2

1 x 6c) 3
4

8 x c) 3
5

Juan multiplied       x      , and  he got       or       . This confused him because he always 
thought that when multiplying two factors, the product would always be greater than 
the factors. Write an explanation to Juan and tell him why his product is smaller than the 
factors.

6)

Sometimes it helps to recognize that multiplication often means of. The 
problem can be thought of as      of      , so we would start with      and make two 
equal shares from it (now each piece represents      - see model). Now take two 
of those pieces and the results is      or     , which is less than both      and     .

2
3 1

62
6

1
3

1
2

2
3

2
3

1
2
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Answer: ½  4� of the world population = children without access to clean water

MidSchoolMath 1Water in the World

5.NF.B.6Number & Operations - Fractions

Solve real world problems involving multiplication of fractions and mixed numbers, (e.g., by using 
visual fraction models or equations to represent the problem).

Multiplication of fractions may not be as intuitive for students as multiplication of whole numbers, so using diagrams 
when discussing the problems in this lesson may be helpful. In Water in the World, Kate is doing a true public service 
announcement, bringing awareness to the water crisis. She points out that in the United States, very few of us have 
trouble accessing clean water. However, around the globe there are millions of people who do not have access to 
clean water, and many of those are children. The data provided states the fraction of the world population without 
access to clean water, as well as the fraction of that population who are children. 

LESSON:  WATER IN THE WORLD
What fraction of the world population represents children without access to 

clean water?

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Water in the World Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What fraction of the world 
population represents children without access to clean 
water?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work.

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Water in the World Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath Water in the World

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.NF.B.6Number & Operations - Fractions

2

Gladys: Students struggling with visual 
fraction models or equations might benefi t 
from concrete materials like Cuisenaire rods.

Kevin: Work with students to identify 
text clues in word problems that indicate 
multiplication as the necessary operation.

Megan: Students could consider using the 
area model as a specifi c fraction model to 
help solve a problem.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #2
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Set up multiplication problem.

x 2

x 

x      =

1

2

3

4

Convert to improper fractions where necessary.

Multiply.

Convert to mixed number and simplify if possible.

3
4

3
4

3
4

1
2

5
2

5
2

7
8

15
8
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WATER IN THE WORLD
What fraction of the Somalian population 
represents children without access to clean 
water?
There are millions of people around the world without access to 
clean water. One country that struggles most is Somalia. Located 
in Africa, over half the population does not have a reliable, 
sustainable source of clean water. 

What fraction of the Somalian population represents children 
without access to clean water?

5.NF.B.6

Solve real world problems 
involving multiplication 
of fractions and mixed 
numbers, (e.g., by using 
visual fraction models or 
equations to represent 
the problem).

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Water in the World 1 of 2

of the Somalian population = children without access to clean water

21

125

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Below is a recipe for Nana’s Banana Muffi  ns. How much of each ingredient is needed to 
make       of the recipe?

Recipe for Nana’s Banana Muffi  ns of the recipe for Nana’s Banana Muffi  ns

3 cup(s) fl our 

     cup(s) smashed bananas 

4 egg(s) 

1 tablespoon vanilla 

     teaspoon cinnamon

_______ cup(s) fl our

_______ cup(s) smashed bananas 

_______ egg(s) 

_______ tablespoon vanilla 

_______ teaspoon cinnamon

1)

MidSchoolMath Water in the World 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

1
4

1
4

1
2

Abigail purchased a 3      pound bag of potatoes for a holiday meal. She peeled       of the bag. 
About how many pounds of potatoes did she likely peel?

2) 1
2

3
4

5
8

1
10

At a summer camp, groups of students are making model volcanoes. Each volcano requires 3      
tablespoons of baking soda for one eruption. How much baking soda is needed for 3 groups to 
each erupt their volcanoes two times?

4) 2
3

3
4

1
8

1
4

3
16

3
4

After a pizza party there was       of a pizza left. Jack ate       of it. 
How much of the whole pizza did Jack eat?

3) 1
2

1
5

A giraff e typically spends       of a day standing, walking, and eating. After one 
week, how many “days” has a giraff e spent standing, walking, and eating?

5) 4
5

Fill in each template to complete the multiplication problem.6)

a)

x                  =
1

20

b)

x                 =
1
2

1

Abigail likely peeled about 2      pounds of potatoes.

3
5After one week, a giraff e spends 5     days standing, walking, and eating.

Jack ate      of the whole pizza.

22 tablespoons of baking soda are needed for each group’s volcano to erupt two times.

Answers will vary.
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Answer: Each galley crew member should receive 1/12 of a pound of gold.

MidSchoolMath 1

Dividing fractions by whole numbers, and being able to represent the math using models, helps students 
deepen their understanding of fractions.  During Pirate Pay, Patrick is having trouble fi guring out how much 
to pay each of his galley crew. He explains to the captain that he’s not sure how to divvy up the gold equally 
between the crew members. The data provided is an image of a scale measuring out the gold, along with a 
list of the galley crew members. 

LESSON:  PIRATE PAY
How much gold should each galley crew member receive?

Pirate Pay

5.NF.B.7aNumber & Operations - Fractions

Interpret division of a unit fraction by a non-zero whole number, and compute such quotients. For 
example, create a story context for (1/3) ÷ 4, and use a visual fraction model to show the quotient. Use 
the relationship between multiplication and division to explain that (1/3) ÷ 4 = 1/12 because (1/12) × 
4 = 1/3.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Pirate Pay Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How much gold should each galley 
crew member receive?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work.

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Pirate Pay Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Pirate Pay

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.NF.B.7aNumber & Operations - Fractions

Gladys: This is your 5th graders' fi rst ex-
posure to dividing unit fractions by whole 
numbers so provide them with opportuni-
ties to use a variety of fraction models and 
reasoning about fractions.

Kevin: Students are not required to learn 
about division of a fraction by a fraction in 
this standard.

Megan: Use written work and class discus-
sion to ensure your students can explain 
the relationship between multiplication and 
division of unit fractions by non-zero whole 
numbers.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #2
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

4

Set up division problem.

Divide.

÷ 3

÷ 3 =

2

2

Draw a model.

Divide using the model.

1
5

1
5

1
15
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PIRATE PAY
How much gold should each galley crew 
member receive?
Luckily for Patrick, he was able to hire three additional crew mem-
bers to help out in the galley. With seven total workers now in the 
galley, Patrick was also given a greater budget to work with. More 
crew members means more gold to manage. 

Use the information below to help Patrick fi gure out how much 
gold each galley crew member should receive if they each get 
equal pay. 

5.NF.B.7a

Interpret division of a unit 
fraction by a non-zero whole 
number, and compute such 
quotients. For example, 
create a story context for (1/3) 
÷ 4, and use a visual fraction 
model to show the quotient. 
Use the relationship between 
multiplication and division to 
explain that (1/3) ÷ 4 = 1/12 
because (1/12) × 4 = 1/3.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Pirate Pay 1 of 2

       ÷ 7 =       1
2

1
14

Each galley crew member should 
receive        of a pound of gold.1

14

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Use multiplication to prove that       ÷ 6 =       .

Draw a visual model to represent       ÷ 2.

Find each quotient.

1)

4)

3)

MidSchoolMath Pirate Pay 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Circle the expression that is represented by the visual model below.5)

1
5

1
3

1
30

a) 1
4 ÷ 2 b) 1

6 ÷ 3 c) 1
8 ÷ 5

1
4 ÷ 3 1

3 ÷ 4 1
3 ÷ 12 1

4 ÷ 12

Three members of the Wechter family are having 
leftover lasagna for dinner. There is 1/3 of the 
lasagna left. How much of the whole lasagna will 
each person get if they divide it equally among 
them?

x 6 =        = 1
5

1
30

6
30 x 4 =       = 1

9
1
36

4
36

1
8

1
18

1
40

Answers may vary.

       ÷ 3 =       1
3

1
9

Each family member will get     
      of the whole lasagna.1
9

Use multiplication to prove that       ÷ 4 =       .2) 1
9

1
36
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Answer: The four bales of alfalfa will last 20 days.

MidSchoolMath 1

Knowing how to divide a whole number by a unit fraction, and representing this with visual fraction models, 
is a key part of understanding division with fractions. In Alfalfa Amount, Jean is the owner of some very cute 
goats. She’s new to the goat farming world and is not exactly sure how much alfalfa they will eat. She buys 
four bales to start and decides to see how much they eat in one day. The data provided are an image of the 
four bales and also an image of Jean noticing the goats ate 1/5 of a bale in one day.

LESSON:  ALFALFA AMOUNT
How many days will the bales of alfalfa last?

Alfalfa Amount

5.NF.B.7bNumber & Operations - Fractions

Interpret division of a whole number by a unit fraction, and compute such quotients. For example, 
create a story context for 4 ÷ (1/5), and use a visual fraction model to show the quotient. Use the 
relationship between multiplication and division to explain that 4 ÷ (1/5) = 20 because 20 × (1/5) = 4.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Alfalfa Amount Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How many days will the bales of 
alfalfa last?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Alfalfa Amount Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Alfalfa Amount

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.NF.B.7bNumber & Operations - Fractions 

Gladys: Consider discussing with students the 
verbal interpretation of whole number-divided 
by-unit fraction problems. For example, inter-
pret 4 ÷ 1/5 as "How many groups of 1/5 are in 4?"  
It may help students better understand why the 
resulting quotients are larger than the dividend.

Kevin: After some work with this standard, 
consider asking students to make a conjecture 
about the algorithm, informally, for dividing 
with fractions.

Megan: As often as possible, model use of 
visual tools such as number lines and tape dia-
grams.  Ask students to create their own models 
to represent problems and solutions. Give them 
ample opportunity to share, compare & con-
trast the models.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #5
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

5

4

3

Set up division problem.

Divide.

Count using the model.

Draw model.

3 ÷ 

3 ÷         = 30

30

2 Interpret division problem as "How many groups 
of         are in 3 wholes?"

1
10

1
10

1
10
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ALFALFA AMOUNT
How many days will the bales of alfalfa 
last?
Jean loved caring for the goats so much, she decided to add a 
few more goats to the herd. With the extra goats, they are eating 
about ¼ of a bale of alfalfa each day.

Help Jean fi gure out how many days four bales of alfalfa will last if 
the goats now eat ¼ of a bale each day.

5.NF.B.7b

Interpret division of a 
whole number by a unit 
fraction, and compute 
such quotients. For 
example, create a story 
context for 4 ÷ (1/5), and 
use a visual fraction model 
to show the quotient. Use 
the relationship between 
multiplication and division 
to explain that 4 ÷ (1/5) = 
20 because 20 × (1/5) = 4.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Alfalfa Amount 1 of 2

16Four bales of alfalfa will last __________ days.

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

5 ÷ 1)

MidSchoolMath Alfalfa Amount 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on test?

Find each quotient.

Match each division problem with its corresponding visual model.

For problems 5 - 7, write a division problem that would result in the given quotient. The dividend 
must be a whole number and the divisor must be a unit fraction.

5 ÷ 2) 1
7

1
5

3) 5 ÷ 1
3

a)

b)

c)

8 ÷ 1
3

4a)

1
4

1
4

1
6

1
6

1
2

1
4

1
2

Quotient: 325) Quotient: 486) Quotient: 547)

3 ÷ 1
4

4b) 6 ÷ 1
5

4c) 10 ÷ 1
6

4d)

A softball team is having their end of the year celebration. There are 6 
pizzas to share. Each person gets       of a pizza. How many people can 
be fed with the pizzas? Draw a visual representation to support your 
answer.

8)
1
4

24

Answers may vary.

8 ÷           or       16 ÷

6 ÷       = 24              The pizzas will feed 24 people.

Answers may vary.

8 ÷           or       12 ÷

Answers may vary.

9 ÷           or       27 ÷

12 30 60
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Answer: Each fairy will get 1/6 pound of fairy dust.

MidSchoolMath 1

Fractions are the foundation of math beyond the basic skills of addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division. A solid understanding of fractions helps students understand the nature of numbers and their in-
teractions.  In Fairy Fractions, three fairies encounter some coveted fairy dust. As they fi ght over it, the king 
appears and tells them they must share it equally among themselves. The data provided is a picture of a 
scale measuring out the amount of fairy dust.

LESSON:  FAIRY FRACTIONS
How much fairy dust should each fairy receive?

Fairy Fractions

5.NF.B.7cNumber & Operations - Fractions

Solve real world problems involving division of unit fractions by non-zero whole numbers and 
division of whole numbers by unit fractions, (e.g., by using visual fraction models and equations 
to represent the problem). For example, how much chocolate will each person get if 3 people share 
1/2 lb of chocolate equally? How many 1/3-cup servings are in 2 cups of raisins?

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Fairy Fractions Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How much fairy dust should each 
fairy receive?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work.

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Fairy Fractions Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

MidSchoolMath 2Fairy Fractions

5.NF.B.7cNumber & Operations - Fractions

Gladys: As you bring 5.NF to a temporary close, 
consider using class discussion to review terms 
including product, factor, quotient, divisor and 
dividend.

Kevin: As this standard is similar to 5.NF.B.7a 
and 5.NF.B.7b, you may want to have students 
experiment with dividing non-unit fractions by 
whole numbers.

Megan: In this standard, students are provided 
with a story or context around which they will 
create a diagram, model or equation. Encour-
age your students to check their solutions using 
multiplication.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #3
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

3

Set up division problem as an equation.

Solve.

4 ÷      = ?

4 ÷      = 20

? x      = 4

2 Use multiplication to think about the equation: 
What number times       equal 4?

1
5

1
5

1
5

1
5
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FAIRY FRACTIONS
How much fairy dust should each fairy 
receive?
After seeing how excited Columbina, Beeblossom, and Coyote 
were about having fairy dust, King Oberon decided to give them 
some from his very own collection. He plans to give a total of       of 
a pound of fairy dust to the three fairies. 

Help King Oberon determine how much fairy dust each fairy 
should receive. 

5.NF.B.7c

Solve real world problems 
involving division of unit 
fractions by non-zero whole 
numbers and division of 
whole numbers by unit 
fractions, (e.g., by using 
visual fraction models and 
equations to represent the 
problem). For example, how 
much chocolate will each 
person get if 3 people share 
1/2 lb of chocolate equally? 
How many 1/3-cup servings 
are in 2 cups of raisins?

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Fairy Fractions 1 of 2

1
7

Each fairy should receive ______________ of a pound of fairy dust.

1
21

Practice Printable
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath Fairy Fractions 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Jason has 8 pounds of fl our. A cup of fl our is about        pound. Draw a picture or model to help 
fi nd approximately how many cups of fl our Jason has.

Find each quotient.

Match each expression with its corresponding expression or model.

1
4

a)1
5

1
4

÷

4
1

5
1

x

1
5

4
1

x

c)1
5

÷

d)1
3

÷

b)

e)1
5

÷

1
3

÷ 3

How many groups of         are in 3 wholes?1
34

4

3

1
27

1
60

1
3218 60

18 pounds ÷       pound each day = 54 days

1
4 + 1

4 +1
4 + 1

4 +1
4 + 1

4 +1
4 + 1

4 +1
4 + 1

4 +1
4 + 1

4 +1
4 + 1

4 +1
4 + 1

4

1
4 + 1

4 +1
4 + 1

4 +1
4 + 1

4 +1
4 +

1
4 +

1
4 + 1

4 +1
4 + 1

4 +1
4 + 1

4 +1
4 +

1
4

1
4

1
4pounds per cup x 32 cups =  8      OR    8 pounds ÷   pounds per cup = 32 cups

1) ÷ 31
9 3) ÷ 41

8 4) 10 ÷ 1
6 5) ÷ 51

12
2) 6 ÷ 1

3

12)

11)

6)

8)

9)

7)

10)

Terri has 18 pounds of dog food for her dog, Migs. One serving for Migs is 1/3 of a pound, and he 
is supposed to eat 2 servings each day. How many days will the dog food last?

1
3
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5.MD
Measurement & Data
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Answer: The dottore has 250 doses.

MidSchoolMath 1

Conversion between units is a far-reaching skill, even into high school chemistry, so building student 
capacity for this concept is essential. In Treacle Treatment, Dorotea Bucca is a doctor (dottore) in Italy. She 
is looking for a cure for The Plague, which has begun to aff ect many people.  Through her research she has 
found that a substance called Black Treacle has proven to be quite eff ective. She has a partially fi lled bottle 
of Black Treacle, but wants to determine how many individual doses are contained within that bottle so she 
can begin to treat those aff ected by the awful disease. The data provided are two images, one showing the 
total amount of treacle syrup and the other showing the amount of a single dose.

LESSON:  TREACLE TREATMENT
How many doses of treacle does the dottore have?

Treacle Treatment

5.MD.A.1Measurement & Data

Convert among diff erent-sized standard measurement units within a given measurement system 
(e.g., convert 5 cm to 0.05 m), and use these conversions in solving multi-step, real world problems.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Treacle Treatment Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How many doses of treacle does 
the dottore have?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your answer 
make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Treacle Treatment Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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Answer: The dottore has 250 doses.

MidSchoolMath 1

Conversion between units is a far-reaching skill, even into high school chemistry, so building student 
capacity for this concept is essential. In Treacle Treatment, Dorotea Bucca is a doctor (dottore) in Italy. She 
is looking for a cure for The Plague, which has begun to aff ect many people.  Through her research she has 
found that a substance called Black Treacle has proven to be quite eff ective. She has a partially fi lled bottle 
of Black Treacle, but wants to determine how many individual doses are contained within that bottle so she 
can begin to treat those aff ected by the awful disease. The data provided are two images, one showing the 
total amount of treacle syrup and the other showing the amount of a single dose.

LESSON:  TREACLE TREATMENT
How many doses of treacle does the dottore have?

Treacle Treatment

5.MD.A.1Measurement & Data

Convert among diff erent-sized standard measurement units within a given measurement system 
(e.g., convert 5 cm to 0.05 m), and use these conversions in solving multi-step, real world problems.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Treacle Treatment Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How many doses of treacle does 
the dottore have?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your answer 
make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Treacle Treatment Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard

MidSchoolMath 2Treacle Treatment

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.MD.A.1Measurement & Data

Gladys: Your students will connect 
measurement and conversion skills learned 
previously in 4.MD.A.1 to the content of this 
standard.

Kevin: Consider having a class discussion about 
the need for conversion, especially when one 
unit of measure isn't as appropriate as another.  
For example, miles would likely be a more 
appropriate unit for measuring the distance 
between cities, than would be inches or feet.

Megan: Enhance your students' understanding 
of measurement units by having them create 
reference posters for the class. 

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #3
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

3

Set up given problem.

Create equivalent ratio by multiplying standard ratio 
by 48.

48 pounds = ________ ounces

48 pounds = 768 ounces

48 pounds = ________ ounces

1 pound = 16 ounces

2 Compare to standard ratio.
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TREACLE TREATMENT
How many doses of treacle does the 
dottore have?
Many people in the village of Florence, Italy have come down 
with the deadly Plague. The local dottore is determined to treat as 
many people as she can. During her research she found that Black 
Treacle is the most eff ective treatment so far. She has come upon 
a bottle of Black Treacle and is eager to being treatment.

Help the dottore determine how many single doses she has in the 
large bottle.

5.MD.A.1

Convert among 
diff erent-sized standard 
measurement units within 
a given measurement 
system (e.g., convert 5 cm 
to 0.05 m), and use these 
conversions in solving 
multi-step, real world 
problems.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Treacle Treatment 1 of 2

The dottore has ______________ single doses.416

1 liter = 1,000 ml          1    liters = 1250 milliliters 1
4

2
31250 milliliters ÷ 3 milliliters per dose = 416.66667 doses         416 doses and      dose
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

30 cm = _______ m

4      hours 3 quarts300 minutes<

> >

= 12 cups

16 in = _______ ft 5     L = _______  mL

12 c = _______ gal 84 min = _______ hr 750 g = _______ kg

Write <, > or = in the circle to compare the measurements.

1)

a)

a) b)

b) c)

d) e) f)

2)

A party punch recipe makes 3 gallons of pink punch. The recipe calls for 5 quarts of pink 
lemonade, 12 pints of lemon-lime soda, and the rest water. How many cups of water does the 
mixture contain?

7)

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Treacle Treatment

1
2

1
2

42 feet 13 yardsd)200 meters 0.1 kilometersc)

Bruno is 1.75 meters tall. How tall is Bruno in:3)

millimeters? ______________   centimeters? ______________   kilometers? ______________

Annette, Adriana and Sasha are all training for an upcoming race. Annette ran 1.5 kilometers; 
Adriana ran     of a kilometer; and Sasha ran 1,600 meters. How many total meters did they run?

5)
2
5

The total weight of three kittens is 14 ounces. Kitten 1 weighs      pound. 
Kitten 2 weighs 5.5 ounces. How many ounces does Kitten 3 weigh?

4) 1
4

Javier is preparing to leave for a weekend trip with his family. It takes him      of an 
hour to choose his clothes, 40 minutes to pack his suitcase, 600 seconds to call his 
girlfriend,      of an hour to shower, and 1 minute to cuddle with his puppy. How 
many hours does it take Javier to get ready?

6) 1
4

2
5

Answer format may vary.

0.3 5,500

0.75

1
31

2
513

4

1,750 175 0.00175

Kitten 1:      lb = 4 oz 
Kitten 3: 14 oz – 4 oz – 5.5 oz = 4.5 ounces

1
4

2
5Annette: 1.5 km = 1,500 m    Adriana:      km = 400 m Sasha: 1,600 m

The girls ran a total of 3,500 meters.

15 min + 40 min + 10 min + 24 min + 1 min = 90 min      

Pink lemonade: 5 qt = 1.25 gal
Water = 3 gal – 1.25 gal – 1.5 gal = 0.25 gal           4 cups

   1     hours 1
2

Kitten 2: 5.5 oz

Lemon-lime soda: 12 pt = 1.5 gal

Complete each conversion.
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Answer: There are 15 individual doses of anesthetic.

MidSchoolMath 1Anesthesia Outcome

5.MD.B.2Measurement & Data

Make a line plot to display a data set of measurements in fractions of a unit (1/2, 1/4, 1/8). Use 
operations on fractions for this grade to solve problems involving information presented in line 
plots. For example, given diff erent measurements of liquid in identical beakers, fi nd the amount of 
liquid each beaker would contain if the total amount in all the beakers were redistributed equally.

Displaying and interpreting data accurately is an increasingly important skill used in many aspects of life including 
marketing, research, medicine and business. In Anesthesia Outcome, Dr. Byrne and Ms. Morrison are busy exploring the 
latest breakthroughs in anesthesia. Ms. Morrison was tasked with gathering up all the remaining bottles of anesthetic 
and calculating how many individual doses were left.  With eight bottles, all fi lled with varying amounts, she relies 
on a detailed chart showing all the surplus amounts left in the bottles.  The data provided is the image of this chart 
showing the remaining amount of anesthetic in each bottle, and also a note indicating the amount required for an 
individual dose. 

LESSON:  ANESTHESIA OUTCOME
How many individual doses of anesthetic are there?

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Anesthesia Outcome Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: How many individual doses of 
anesthetic are there?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Anesthesia Outcome Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath Anesthesia Outcome

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.MD.B.2Measurement & Data

2

Gladys: Use this standard to make a connection to 
the real world; explain to students that the same 
skills they are learning are also used by working 
adults in many diff erent occupations. For example, 
marine biologists may use a dot plot to track and 
analyze the weights of the otters they come across.

Kevin: Consider reviewing unit fractions between 0 
and 1, specifi cally as they appear on a number line. 
During this standard, students may need to create 
line plots with such intervals,  or they may need 
to infer the value of a data point at an unlabeled 
interval on a line plot.

Megan: It may be benefi cial to briefl y review 
operations with fractions and mixed numbers to 
help students succeed with this standard.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #4
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

2

3

4

Locate and determine the value of the three data 
points on the lower end of the line plot.

Create equivalent fractions with a common 
denominator.

Add the three values.

Simplify.

3      lbs         3      lbs         3      lbs

3      lbs         3      lbs         3      lbs

3     + 3     + 3     = 9    

10

1
8

1
8

1
8

1
8

4
8

4
8

9
8

1
2

4
8

1
2

4
8
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ANESTHESIA OUTCOME
How many individual doses of anesthetic 
are there?

5.MD.B.2

Make a line plot to 
display a data set of 
measurements in 
fractions of a unit (1/2, 
1/4, 1/8). Use operations 
on fractions for this 
grade to solve problems 
involving information 
presented in line plots. 
For example, given 
diff erent measurements 
of liquid in identical 
beakers, fi nd the amount of 
liquid each beaker would 
contain if the total amount 
in all the beakers were 
redistributed equally.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Anesthesia Outcome 1 of 2

There are ________________ individual doses 
of anesthetic for large animals.

5

3     =               there are 5 groups of      in  3
4

3
4

15
4

15
4

1
8

1
4

1
2

5
8

1
4

1
2

3
4

3
4

3
4+     +     +     +     +     +     +     = 3

Dr. Byrne and Ms. Morrison have been exploring the fi eld of 
anesthesia. They are now attempting to apply their fi ndings 
to the fi eld of veterinary medicine, as they have discovered 
that anesthesia can be used when operating on animals of all 
sizes. Recently they have been working with a veterinarian who 
specializes in large animals, like horses and cattle. Of course, for 
an animal of this size, the dose is much higher, 3⁄4 of an ounce for 
each individual dose. 

Assuming they decide to team up with the veterinarian, how 
many individual large animal doses of anesthetic are there?
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Anesthesia Outcome

The data shows the weight of the largest watermelons featured at the county fair this year. All 
measurements are rounded to the nearest       pound.

1)
1
4

Ariel works at a juice stand and was giving out samples of juice. Below are the measurements of 
the juice samples rounded to the nearest      fl uid ounce.

2)
1
8

1
218 1

415 3
417 1

216 19 1
415 3

414 1
216 1

216

Complete the line plot displaying the watermelon weights.a)

How much do the three heaviest 
watermelons weigh all together?

b) What is the diff erence in the weights 
of the heaviest watermelon and the 
lightest watermelon?

c)

Complete the line plot displaying the juice sample amounts.a)

How many total fl uid ounces of juice 
did Ariel prepare?

b) If Ariel takes the juice in the two fullest 
containers and redistributes it equally 
into 3 containers, how much juice will 
be in each new container?

c)

1
23 3

43 1
85 1

24 1
24 3

85 1
44

The three heaviest watermelons weigh 
55     pounds.1

4 The diff erence between the heaviest 
and lightest watermelons is 4     pounds.1

4

Ariel prepared 31 ounces of juice 
samples.

5     + 5     = 10
10     split 3 ways equally is 3    .
There will be 3     ounces of juice in 
each container.

1
8

3
8

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2
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Answer: Both dudes calculated the correct volume, but they were using diff erent cubes to 
determine it. One dude was using an inch-cube while the other was using a centimeter-cube.

MidSchoolMath 1

Being able to determine the dimensions of a rectangular prism or its volume by counting unit cubes is the foundation 
for understanding volume problems that students will encounter as they advance through Geometry.  In Cubicle 
Dudes, Dude #1 and Dude #2 are working on fi guring out the volume of a box so they can tell the printing company 
what to print on the packaging label. The dudes become stumped when they get two diff erent answers. The data 
provided is the image of the box, along with an image of the unit cubes each dude is using.

LESSON:  CUBICLE DUDES
Which dude is right?

Cubicle Dudes

5.MD.C.3a-bMeasurement & Data
A cube with side length 1 unit, called a "unit cube," is said to have "one cubic unit" of volume, and can be 
used to measure volume.

A solid fi gure, which can be packed without gaps or overlaps using n unit cubes, is said to have a volume 
of n cubic units.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Cubicle Dudes Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Which dude is right?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Cubicle Dudes Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Cubicle Dudes

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.MD.C.3a-bMeasurement & Data

Gladys: Consider assessing (informally) student 
knowledge around the geometric concepts of perimeter 
and area, as well as on geometric vocabulary (dimensions, 
length, width, height, units, etc.).  Students' communication 
will benefi t throughout this standard having had such a 
review.

Kevin: While exploring this standard, provide students 
with numerous opportunities to fi ll objects with cubes 
of diff erent sizes. Discuss the diff erences in the volumes 
(relate it to the Cubicle Dudes). Emphasize the importance 
of having no gaps or overlaps when using unit cubes to 
determine volume.

Megan: As a critical thinking opportunity, ask students 
to explain why "unit cubes" are best to use when fi lling 
objects to determine volume, as opposed to blocks with 
non-uniform side lengths or blocks that have side lengths 
of, say, 2 units or 3 units.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #5
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Determine how many unit cubes can fi t in the 
bottom of the prism.

10 cubes wide and 3 cubes deep = 30 cubes on 
bottom

5 layers of 30 cubes = 150 cubes

C: 150 units3

2

3

Determine how many layers of 30 cubes will fi ll 
the prism.

Select the option that uses correct notation for 
volume, which is in three dimensions.
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CUBICLE DUDES
Which dude is right?

A cube with side length 1 
unit, called a “unit cube,” 
is said to have “one cubic 
unit” of volume, and 
can be used to measure 
volume.

A solid fi gure, which can 
be packed without gaps 
or overlaps using n unit 
cubes, is said to have a 
volume of n cubic units.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Cubicle Dudes 1 of 2

Which dude is right?

Dude #1  Dude #2

Explain how you know.

Dude #2 is correct because the bottom layer has 18 inch-cubes, and 
there are 3 layers. This makes a volume of 54 cubic inches. Dude #1 
is just counting cubes he can see. He isn’t fi lling the whole box.

Answers may Vary.

5.MD.C.3a-b

The dudes have a new box, the volume of which they need to 
determine.  They have agreed to use a cube with a side length of 
1 inch, however they have gotten diff erent answers. This means 
that one of the dudes has made a mistake in his calculation. 

Which dude is right?
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Cubicle Dudes

What is the volume, in cubic units, of each fi gure?1)

What is the volume of the fi gure?2) What is the volume of the fi gure?3)

What is the volume of a 
cube with side lengths 
of 1 unit?

4)

Joaquin works at a computer store and is getting ready to ship a box full of wall adapters 
like the one pictured below. When the prongs are folded up, the adapter measures 1 inch, 
by 1 inch, by 1 inch. Joaquin has already packed some of the adapters into the box as 
shown below.

7)

What is the volume of a 
cube with side lengths 
of 2 units?

5) What is the volume of a 
cube with side lengths 
of 3 units?

6)

a) b) c)

How many wall adapters will fi t into 
the box?

48 adapters will fi t inside the box.

30 cubic units

60 cubic units

1 x 1 x 1 = 1 cubic unit 2 x 2 x 2 = 8 cubic units 3 x 3 x 3 = 27 cubic units

40 cubic units

24 cubic units 64 cubic units
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Answer: The volume of the truck is 360 cubic feet (6 layers with 60 boxes in each layer).

MidSchoolMath 1Shipment Shenanigans

5.MD.C.4Measurement & Data

Measure volumes by counting unit cubes using cubic c., cubic in., cubic ft., and improvised units.

Introducing volume by counting unit cubes helps students obtain a fundamental, concrete understanding 
of the concept. In Shipment Shenanigans, Bud and Lou are loading a truck full of boxes that are cubes, each 
measuring 1-foot by 1-foot by 1-foot. As soon as the truck is loaded, they get a call from the boss asking for 
the volume of the truck. Neither Bud nor Lou counted the number of boxes as they loaded the truck, so the 
only thing left to do?  Unload and reload and count! The data provided is an image of the truck, showing the 
individual boxes stacked up inside.  

LESSON:  SHIPMENT SHENANIGANS
What is the volume of the truck?

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Shipment Shenanigans Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What is the volume of the truck?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Shipment Shenanigans Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath Shipment Shenanigans

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.MD.C.4Measurement & Data

2

Gladys: Help students transition from counting 
singular cubes one-by-one, to counting layers or 
groups of cubes. This will benefi t them in their long-
term study of volume.

Kevin: Consider bringing in objects in the form of 
rectangular prisms (cereal boxes, tissue boxes, etc) to 
allow students to begin to estimate the number of 
cubes of varying sizes would fi t inside those objects. 
This may begin to bridge the concrete–fi nding 
volume by seeing and counting all cubes–and the 
abstract–fi nding the volume by merely seeing the 
outline and dimensions of a prism.

Megan: Explicitly bring out the idea that the volume 
of a fi gure depends upon which units are being 
used to measure it (e.g. the same cereal box will hold 
many more centimeter cubes than inch cubes).  Use 
this idea to emphasize the importance of specifying 
units.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #2
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Count the number of inch-cubes in the fi gure.

27 individual cubes (or 3 layers of 9 cubes)
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SHIPMENT SHENANIGANS
What is the volume of the truck?

After Bud and Lou made their morning delivery, the boss asked 
them to fi ll a diff erent truck with another load of boxes, each 
measuring 1 foot on each side. Bud and Lou fi nished loading the 
truck and once again the boss asked them for the volume of the 
truck. 

What is the volume of the truck?

The volume of the truck is 45 cubic feet (3 layers of 15 cubic foot boxes).

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Shipment Shenanigans 1 of 2

5.MD.C.4

Measure volumes by 
counting unit cubes using 
cubic c., cubic in., cubic 
ft., and improvised units.

About this standard
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

For each group, circle the fi gure that has the greatest volume.5)

a)

b)

MidSchoolMath Shipment Shenanigans 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Jillian works at a shoe store. The store received a shipment of 
children’s boots for the upcoming season. The shipment came in 
one large box full of smaller shoeboxes. How many shoeboxes were 
inside the shipping box?

6)

This box is being fi lled with cubes 
measuring one yard on each side. If 
there are fi ve total layers of cubes, 
what is the volume of the box?

7) Centimeter cubes are put together to 
form a 3 x 4 prism. Three more layers 
of the exact same prism are stacked 
on top of the original prism. What is 
the volume of the entire fi gure?

8)

4 units 3 units 6 units 5 units
1 unit 1 unit 4 units 2 units
2 units 3 units 1 unit 2 units
8 cubic units 9 cubic units 24 cubic units 20 cubic units

32 shoeboxes were inside the shipping box.

The volume of the box is 
125 cubic yards 
(5 layers of 25 cubes).

The volume of the fi gure is 48 cubic 
centimeters (4 total layers of 12 cubes).

Length: _______
Width: _______
Height: _______
Volume: ____________

Length: _______
Width: _______
Height: _______
Volume: ____________

Length: _______
Width: _______
Height: _______
Volume: ____________

Length: _______
Width: _______
Height: _______
Volume: ____________

The fi gures below are made of unit cubes. Identify the dimensions of each fi gure, and determine the 
volume.

1) 2) 3) 4)
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Answer: The volume of the new shipping container is 560 cubic feet (7 ft x 10 ft x 8 ft).

MidSchoolMath 1Shipping Shortcut

5.MD.C.5aMeasurement & Data

Find the volume of a right rectangular prism with whole-number side lengths by packing it with 
unit cubes and show that the volume is the same as would be found by multiplying the edge 
lengths, and equivalently by multiplying the height by the area of the base. Represent threefold 
whole-number products as volumes, (e.g. to represent the associative property of multiplication).

Understanding the concept of volume, and recognizing diff erent ways to calculate it, builds fl uency and 
will create a solid foundation as students move into more advanced Geometry.  In Shipping Shortcut, Cisco 
and Sheila need to fi nd the volume of a new shipping container for which the boss gave dimensions. Cisco 
comes up with the idea of stacking 1-foot by 1-foot by 1-foot boxes into the container and counting how 
many it will take to fi ll it. Sheila has an idea, which she writes down and keeps to herself. The data provided is 
an image of the shipping container with its dimensions, as well as an image of the 1-foot by 1-foot by 1-foot 
box.

LESSON:  SHIPPING SHORTCUT
What is the volume of the new shipping container?

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Shipping Shortcut Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What is the volume of the new 
shipping container?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Shipping Shortcut Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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Answer: The volume of the new shipping container is 560 cubic feet (7 ft x 10 ft x 8 ft).

MidSchoolMath 1Shipping Shortcut

5.MD.C.5aMeasurement & Data

Find the volume of a right rectangular prism with whole-number side lengths by packing it with 
unit cubes and show that the volume is the same as would be found by multiplying the edge 
lengths, and equivalently by multiplying the height by the area of the base. Represent threefold 
whole-number products as volumes, (e.g. to represent the associative property of multiplication).

Understanding the concept of volume, and recognizing diff erent ways to calculate it, builds fl uency and 
will create a solid foundation as students move into more advanced Geometry.  In Shipping Shortcut, Cisco 
and Sheila need to fi nd the volume of a new shipping container for which the boss gave dimensions. Cisco 
comes up with the idea of stacking 1-foot by 1-foot by 1-foot boxes into the container and counting how 
many it will take to fi ll it. Sheila has an idea, which she writes down and keeps to herself. The data provided is 
an image of the shipping container with its dimensions, as well as an image of the 1-foot by 1-foot by 1-foot 
box.

LESSON:  SHIPPING SHORTCUT
What is the volume of the new shipping container?

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Shipping Shortcut Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What is the volume of the new 
shipping container?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Shipping Shortcut Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard

MidSchoolMath Shipping Shortcut

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.MD.C.5aMeasurement & Data

2

Gladys: Before moving on to the next standard, your 
students should understand that when fi nding volume, all 
three numbers can be multiplied in any order and that as 
the order changes, the perspective of the fi gure changes 
while the volume stays the same.

Kevin: It's important for students to think of volume as 
both packing and fi lling a fi gure. Although it isn't natural 
to think of fi lling a rectangular prism (which is the only 
shape worked with at this level), encourage students to 
continue to think of volume as both.  Consider bringing a 
prism-shaped tupperware that can be packed with cubes 
and also fi lled with water.  Informally discuss the diff erence 
in the units being used to measure the volume in each 
case.

Megan: Explicitly bring out the strategy of multiplying 
the area of the base times the height of a fi gure to fi nd 
volume.  Help students see that the bottom (base) of the 
prism is being covered with a layer of cubes, and then 
multiple layers of the same size are being stacked on top 
of the base layer.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #5
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Find an option with a fi gure that has base 
dimensions of 2 units by 3 units and a height of 3 
units.

Option C

Number of cubes: 18 (3 layers of 6 cubes)
2 x 3 x 3 = 18

2 Check by both counting the cubes in the fi gure 
and by multiplying the dimensions.
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SHIPPING SHORTCUT
What is the volume of the new shipping 
container?
Once again Cisco and Sheila have a new container, the volume 
of which they need to fi nd. This is the largest container they’ve 
worked with, so they know that fi nding the volume by stacking 
1-foot x 1-foot x 1-foot boxes will take quite a long time. Sheila 
is confi dent in the equation that she uses to fi nd the volume and 
thinks they should use it this time. 

What equation will calculate the volume?
What is the volume of the new shipping container?

5.MD.C.5a

Find the volume of a 
right rectangular prism 
with whole-number side 
lengths by packing it 
with unit cubes and show 
that the volume is the 
same as would be found 
by multiplying the edge 
lengths, and equivalently 
by multiplying the 
height by the area of 
the base. Represent 
threefold whole-number 
products as volumes, 
(e.g. to represent the 
associative property of 
multiplication).

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Shipping Shortcut 1 of 2

What equation will calculate the volume? 

9 ft x 12 ft x 10 ft = 1,080 ft3

1,080 ft3

What is the volume of the new shipping container?
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Shipping Shortcut

Each fi gure to the right is made with cubes that measure 1 cubic unit. Write an equation that could 
be used to fi nd each volume.

____________________ = __________ units3 (fi gure a)1)

____________________ = __________ units3 (fi gure b)2)

____________________ = __________ units3 (fi gure c)3)

4) The rectangular prism has how many layers 
stacked one on top of another?

a)

Each layer is made up of how many unit cubes?b)

Write an equation to fi nd the volume of the fi gure.c)

Michelle is designing a box to hold her grandfather’s card collection. She knew she needed 90 
cubic inches to fi t all of the cards. She decides the width and length should be 5 inches and 6 
inches.

5)

a) b)

c)

How can Michelle fi gure out the height of the box?a)

What is the volume of this prism?a)

Write three equations that show how the volume can be calculated.b)

A rectangular prism has dimensions 8 units by 5 units by 6 units. 6)

Suppose Michelle fi nds more cards and now needs 120 cubic 
inches of space to fi t them all. What should the height of the box 
be now? 

b)

2 x 2 x 3

The prism has 4 layers stacked on top of each other.

24 x 4 = 96 cubic units  OR  6 x 4 x 4 = 96 cubic units

Each layer is made up of 24 unit cubes.

3 x 1 x 3

5 x 3 x 2

12

9

30

The area of the base is 30 square inches (5 in x 6 in). If Michelle needs 90 
cubic inches, she could divide 90 by 30 to get 3. The height should be 3 
inches.

The area of the base is 30 square inches (5 in x 6 in). So to get a volume of 
120 cubic inches, the height should be 4 inches.

240 cubic units

6 x 8 x 5 = 240 8 x 6 x 5 = 240

Answers may vary.

5 x 6 x 8 = 240
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Answer: Phil and Ned should send 6,912 cubic inches of cement to Miss Gravelle.

MidSchoolMath 1

A true comprehension of volume requires a fl uid understanding and application of the formula V = l x w x h. In Phil 
and Ned’s Excellent Assignment, Phil and Ned receive a phone call from their boss, Miss Gravelle. She explains that the 
owners at their project site have asked that a luxury dog suite be included in the project. Miss Gravelle is unsure how 
much cement it will take to lay the foundation for the dog suite, so she asks Phil and Ned to help. The data provided 
is an image of the text message Miss Gravelle sends with the dimensions of the foundation and an accompanying 
picture foundation frame of the doghouse.

LESSON:  PHIL & NED'S EXCELLENT ASSIGNMENT
How much cement should they send?

Phil and Ned's Excellent Assignment

5.MD.C.5bMeasurement & Data

Apply the formulas V = l × w × h and V = B × h for rectangular prisms to fi nd volumes of right 
rectangular prisms with whole-number edge lengths in the context of solving real world and 
mathematical problems.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Phil and Ned's Excellent Assignment Immersion video, 
whole-class. 
Restate the question: How much cement should they 
send?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Phil and Ned's Excellent Assignment Resolution video, 
whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath Phil and Ned's Excellent Assignment

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.MD.C.5bMeasurement & Data

2

Gladys: Spend time with students on formula 
notation, discussing diff erent ways they might 
appear and emphasizing the importance of 
knowing what each variable represents.

Kevin: Engage your students in a discussion 
around real-world situations and professions 
where the concept of volume would likely be 
important. Consider making the initial discus-
sion a small-group task, then have groups share 
out. Encourage creativity and originality in 
thought!

Megan: Ask students to come up with exam-
ples of or cases when they think V = B x h might 
be more useful than V = l x w x h (and vice 
versa).

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #4
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Using V = l x w x h, fi nd the volume implied by each 
answer option.

B: 6 in. x 3 in. x 3 in. =54 in3

A: 12 in. x 3 in. x 2 in. = 72 in3

D: 5 in. x 3 in. x 4 in. = 60 in3

C: 2 in. x 4 in. x 3 in. = 24 in3

C: 2 inches long, 4 inches wide, 3 inches high
2 Select the option with a volume of 24 cubic inches.
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PHIL AND NED’S EXCELLENT 
ASSIGNMENT
How much cement should they send?
Miss Gravelle sent Phil and Ned another set of dimensions for an 
additional project at the Higgins site. This time they need to lay 
a foundation for a large shed. Below are the dimensions for the 
foundation. 

How much cement should Phil and Ned send over for the 
foundation of the shed?

5.MD.C.5b

Apply the formulas V = 
l × w × h and V = B × h 
for rectangular prisms 
to fi nd volumes of right 
rectangular prisms with 
whole-number edge 
lengths in the context of 
solving real world and 
mathematical problems.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Phil and Ned’s Excellent Assignment 1 of 2

The amount of cement Phil and Ned should send is ________________.75 cubic feet
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

A honeybee exhibit is being designed for a local insect museum. 
The bees will be on display in a glass rectangular prism enclosure. 
Due to the design of the exhibit, the height of the prism must be 
12 inches. The bees will require 144 cubic inches. What are possible 
dimensions for the base of the exhibit?

1)

Joshua is making a pan of fruit gel. He needs to add 150 cubic inches of hot water to the gelatin. 
The pan he chose has a length of 10 inches, a width of 7 inches and a height of 2 inches. Will there 
be enough room in the pan to add the water?

2)

Martha is shopping for an above-ground pool. Both of the pools below are in her price range. 
Which pool should she choose if she wants to have the largest volume of water?

4)

Martha should 
choose:

______________

4)

MidSchoolMath Phil and Ned’s Excellent Assignment 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Identify the dimensions of Prisms Y and Z.

Prism Y: ________ x ________ x _______

Prism Z: _______ x _______ x _______

3a)

Calculate the volume of Prisms Y and Z.

Prism Y: Volume = ___________________

Prism Z: Volume = ___________________

3b)

Possible answers: 1 in x 12 in   or   2 in x 6 in   or   3 in x 4 in

10 in x 7 in x 2 in = 140 in3

10 in

4 in.

10 in

4 in.

18 in.

12 in.

1,800 in3

192 in3

Pool B

5 m x 3 m x 3 m = 45 m3 6 m x 4 m x 2 m = 48 m3

No. He is 10 cubic inches short.
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Answer: The volume of the truck is 540 cubic feet.

MidSchoolMath 1

Recognizing volume as being additive is an extension of the prior student knowledge that area is additive. In 
Polly Packs, Polly is packing 1-foot x 1-foot x 1-foot boxes into a moving truck. She wonders how many boxes 
will fi t in the truck, and knows that she can answer that question by fi nding the volume of the cargo area. 
The data provided is a diagram of the truck with dimensions of the cargo area, which can be partitioned into 
two rectangular prisms.

LESSON:  POLLY PACKS
What is the volume of the truck?

Polly Packs

5.MD.C.5cMeasurement & Data

Recognize volume as additive. Find volumes of solid fi gures composed of two non-overlapping 
right rectangular prisms by adding the volumes of the non-overlapping parts, applying this 
technique to solve real world problems.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Polly Packs Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What is the volume of the truck?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•
•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Polly Packs Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

MidSchoolMath 2Polly Packs

5.MD.C.5cMeasurement & Data

Gladys: Give students plenty of practice 
breaking up various 3-D fi gures into rect-
angular prisms. It will improve their spatial 
skills which will be of value for this standard 
and many others in future Geometry do-
mains.

Kevin: In this standard your students will 
build upon their prior understanding of 
area as additive to calculate volumes of 
irregular solid fi gures.

Megan: Remind students that several vol-
umes (often more than two) may be added 
together to fi nd the total volume of a fi gure.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #5
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Split the fi gure into two prisms, and identify the 
dimensions of each prism.

Prism 1: 8 cm, 2 cm, 2 cm     

Prism 1: 8 cm, 5 cm, 2 cm     
OR

OR

Prism 2: 8 cm, 3 cm, 6 cm

Prism 2: 8 cm, 3 cm, 4 cm

(8 cm x 2 cm x 2 cm) + (8 cm x 3 cm x 6 cm) 
= 32 cm3 + 144 cm3 = 176 cm3

(8 cm x 5 cm x 2 cm) + (8 cm x 3 cm x 4 cm) 
= 80 cm3 + 96 cm3 = 176 cm3

2 Find the volume of each prism and add.
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Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Polly Packs 1 of 2

Small Prism: 2 ft x 6 ft x 2 ft = 24 ft3

Large Prism: 8 ft x 6 ft x 7 ft = 336 ft3

Total Volume:
24 ft3 + 336 ft3 = 360 ft3

POLLY PACKS
What is the volume of the truck?
Polly is packing a moving truck with boxes that are 1-foot x 1- foot 
x 1-foot, and she wonders how many boxes will fi t in the cargo 
area of the truck.

Help Polly determine the number of boxes that will fi t in the cargo 
area by calculating the volume.

5.MD.C.5c

Recognize volume as 
additive. Find volumes of 
solid fi gures composed 
of two non-overlapping 
right rectangular prisms 
by adding the volumes of 
the non- overlapping parts, 
applying this technique to 
solve real world problems.

About this standard
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Shade each fi gure to show two or more rectangular prisms. Calculate the volume of each fi gure. 

1) 2)

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Calculate the total volume of each fi gure. Figures are not drawn to scale.

Elijah is building a sandcastle made up of 
two rectangular prisms stacked atop one 
another. He has 504 cubic inches of sand. 
He knows the bottom prism will be 15 
inches long, 8 inches wide and 3 inches 
tall.
If he uses all the sand, what could be the 
dimensions of the top rectangular prism?

3)

5)

6) 7)

4)

V = 32 cubic units

V = 480 cm3

V = 32,120 mm3

Answers may vary.

l = 12 in, w = 6 in, h = 2 in

V = 390 in3

V = 60 cubic units

V = 60 cubic units

Polly Packs
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5.G
Geometry
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Answer: The victim is located and rescued at the coordinate point (7, 9).

MidSchoolMath 1

The coordinate plane is the basis for many concepts in future mathematics, such as visualizing equations and scatter 
plots. During Avalanche Rescue Training, the students are part of the Ski Patrol training for avalanche rescues. The 
trainers explain the set up of the coordinate grid as being part of the Beacon system worn by the patrol and used to 
help guide the avalanche dogs to the victim's location. The data provided is a numberless grid showing the location 
of the "victim."

LESSON:  AVALANCHE RESCUE TRAINING
Where is the victim in relation to you?

Avalanche Rescue Training

5.G.A.1Geometry
Use a pair of perpendicular number lines, called axes, to defi ne a coordinate system, with the intersection of the lines 
(the origin) arranged to coincide with the 0 on each line and a given point in the plane located by using an ordered 
pair of numbers, called its coordinates. Understand that the fi rst number indicates how far to travel from the origin in 
the direction of one axis, and the second number indicates how far to travel in the direction of the second axis, with 
the convention that the names of the two axes and the coordinates correspond (e.g. x-axis and x-coordinate, y-axis 
and y-coordinate).

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Avalanche Rescue Training Immersion video, 
whole-class. 
Restate the question: Where is the victim in relation to 
you?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Avalanche Rescue Training Resolution video, 
whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2Avalanche Rescue Training

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.G.A.1Geometry

Gladys: Consider allowing students to grapple with 
how best to communicate the location of a point 
on the coordinate plane before teaching them 
about it.  Try giving them just the major axes, with 
no grid lines, and ask them to communicate where 
a particular point is.  Once there is a major need 
for grid lines to improve communication, then give 
them the additional structure.  See what structure or 
method they use intuitively to describe the location 
of a point. 

Kevin: Use the number line to help the students 
understand that, just as points on a number line can 
be located by their distance, the coordinate system 
can be used to locate and plot points.

Megan: Use this standard to emphasize the impor-
tance of precision. Make sure students understand 
the eff ects of switching the order of coordinates.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #4
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

3

Identify the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate.

Identify the point at this location.

x-coordinate is 4 and y-coordinate is 7

Point I

• Begin at the origin.
• Move 4 units right, in the direction of the x-axis.
• Then move 7 units up, in the direction of the  
   y-axis.

2 Find the location of the coordinates.
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AVALANCHE RESCUE TRAINING
Where is the victim in relation to you?

5.G.A.1

Use a pair of perpendicular 

number lines, called axes, to 

defi ne a coordinate system, with 

the intersection of the lines (the 

origin) arranged to coincide with 

the 0 on each line and a given 

point in the plane located by using 

an ordered pair of numbers, called 

its coordinates. Understand that 

the fi rst number indicates how 

far to travel from the origin in 

the direction of one axis, and the 

second number indicates how far 

to travel in the direction of the 

second axis, with the convention 

that the names of the two axes 

and the coordinates correspond 

(e.g., x-axis and x-coordinate, y-axis 

and y-coordinate).

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Avalanche Rescue Training 1 of 2

The victims are located at these coordinates:

A B C D

E F G H

JI

(2, 8) (6, 12)

(9, 10) (3, 14)(11, 3)(4, 0)

(5, 4) (8, 2)

(0, 5) (8, 6)

The Ski Patrol is once again training for avalanche rescues. This 
time they have placed ten patrol members in various places as 
victims. 

Write the coordinates of each of the ten locations so that the dog 
can locate and rescue them all.
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Label each part of the graph.

Plot and label each point on 
the graph.

Put an X in the box next to each TRUE statement.

X

X

X

X

X

X

• Origin
• x-axis
• y-axis
• Scale on the x-axis: 1 - 11
• Scale on the y-axis: 1 - 11

MidSchoolMath Avalanche Rescue Training 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

The x-axis and y-axis intersect at the origin.

The x-axis and y-axis intersect at 10.

The x- and y- coordinates are used to locate points on a coordinate plane.

The x- and y- axes are parallel number lines.

x- and y-coordinates are always written: (x, y).

The x- and y- axes are perpendicular number lines.

The coordinates of the origin are (0, 0).

The point (3, 5) is located 3 units above the origin and 5 units to the right of the origin.

The point (5, 2) is located 5 units to the right of the origin and 2 units above the origin.

• A (6, 0)
• B (7, 5)
• C (4, 3)
• D (0, 9)
• E (8, 8)
• F (10, 7)
• G (2    , 5)
• H (5, 10    )
• I (9    , 3    )

1
2

2
3

1
2

1
2
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Answer: The waterfalls are located at these coordinates: Misty Cascades: (8, 9); Beaver Brook Falls: (3, 4); 
Moon Falls: (1, 10); Lonely Creek Falls: (4, 7); Echo Falls: (7, 3).

MidSchoolMath 1

The most common real-life applications of the Cartesian coordinate system are creating simple graphs to 
depict information and pinpointing specifi c locations on a map. In The Waterfall Hunter, Daniella Scott has 
a passion for waterfalls. She is drawn to their mystery and beauty and is always searching for new ones, 
especially those not already on a map.  Daniella is in a new area searching for falls, hoping to map them. She 
decides the best way to fi nd the local waterfalls is to talk to the townspeople. The data provided are a map, 
in the form of a one-quadrant coordinate grid, and a page in Daniella’s notebook containing notes she’s 
taken from the local people.

LESSON:  THE WATERFALL HUNTER
Where are the waterfalls?

The Waterfall Hunter

5.G.A.2Geometry

Represent real world and mathematical problems by graphing points in the fi rst quadrant of the 
coordinate plane, and interpret coordinate values of points in the context of the situation.

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play The Waterfall Hunter Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Where are the waterfalls?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•
•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your answer 
make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play The Waterfall Hunter Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath 2The Waterfall Hunter

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.G.A.2Geometry

Gladys: To accurately interpret coordinate 
points in context, it is crucial for students 
to connect the x-coordinate to the variable 
defi ned (time, number, etc.) on the x-axis. The 
same holds true for the y-coordinate and the 
y-axis. 

Kevin: Give students opportunities to also use 
the coordinate plane as a geometric tool that 
can aid in drawing fi gures precisely and mea-
suring their dimensions.

Megan: Having the ability to confi dently navi-
gate the xy-plane will be benefi cial for students 
as they move into linear equations, functions 
and coordinate plane geometry.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #2
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Identify the variables defi ned on the x-axis and the 
y-axis.

x-axis          Number of Slices
y-axis          Total Cost

(x, y)         (Number of Slices, Total Cost)

4 slices of pizza cost $6.

2

2

Match the x-coordinate with the x-axis variable 
and the y-coordinate with the y-axis variable.

Interpret the coordinate pair (4, 6).
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THE WATERFALL HUNTER
Where are the waterfalls?
Daniella Scott loves searching for new waterfalls and documenting 
their location on her maps.  She has found that the best way to 
discover new falls is to talk to people in the towns nearest them. 

Daniella is in the town of Norbury and has asked around about 
any falls nearby. She has taken some notes based on what the 
locals have told her.

Help Daniella place the local waterfalls on the map.

5.G.A.2

Represent real world and 
mathematical problems 
by graphing points in 
the fi rst quadrant of the 
coordinate plane, and 
interpret coordinate 
values of points in the 
context of the situation.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath The Waterfall Hunter 1 of 2
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

Shown are points A and B, of Rectangle ABCD. Plot points 
C and D, so that the rectangle has a perimeter of 20 units.

Write the coordinates of each point:

(2, 6) (2, 3) (9, 3) (9, 6)A ________   B ________   C ________   D ________

Last year, Farmer Trina put a rectangular fence around her garden. This year, she plans on 
increasing the size of her garden, so she’ll need more fencing.  She wants the new width to be 
twice as wide as the original width and wants the new length to be six units longer than the 
original length. Point A will remain where it is.

1)

2)

MidSchoolMath The Waterfall Hunter 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

On the graph, plot the Age and Height data for a 
male giraff e.

What does the point (0, 6) mean for a male giraff e?
The point (0, 6) means that a male giraff e is 6 feet 
tall at birth.

A male giraff e reaches full height at 4 years old.  
The points stay at a consistent height.

At what age does a male giraff e reach its full height?
How do you know from this graph?

Draw the new fence.

Write the coordinates for the 
corners of the new fence:

A’ ________   B’ ________

C’ ________   D’ ________

3a)

3b)

3c)

Age (years)
0
1
2
3

4 - 10

6
10
13
16
18

Height (feet)

(3, 3) (17, 3)

(17, 13) (3, 13)
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Answer: A square is special because of its four congruent sides, but it is also a subcategory of a rectangle 
because it is a parallelogram with all right angles. Therefore, a square is also a rectangle. So, Zeus is 
correct.

MidSchoolMath 1Squaring Off 

5.G.B.3Geometry

Understand that attributes belonging to a category of two-dimensional fi gures also belong to all 
subcategories of that category. For example, all rectangles have four right angles and squares are 
rectangles, so all squares have four right angles.

Administer Clicker Quiz.
Give Printable and/or Student Refl ection assignment.

A solid understanding of the attributes of two-dimensional shapes will help students later as they advance 
through Geometry and begin to work with and apply formulas for area and volume. In Squaring Off , Poseidon 
challenges his brother Zeus to a game of "Shape Up," where the goal is to correctly categorize diff erent 
shapes. When Zeus categorizes a square as a rectangle, Poseidon thinks he has made a mistake. The data 
provided is an image of Zeus clearly stating that a square IS a rectangle and Poseidon stating that a square 
is NOT a rectangle. 

LESSON:  SQUARING OFF
Who is correct – Zeus or Poseidon?

The Math SimulatorTM 

Immersion

Play Squaring Off  Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: Who is correct – Zeus or Poseidon?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your 
answer make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play Squaring Off  Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard
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MidSchoolMath Squaring Off 

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.G.B.3Geometry

2

Gladys: Consider giving students cut-outs 
of many shapes and asking them to discuss 
properties they observe in each fi gure. Then 
ask them to classify or group them using the 
properties they observe.  Such an activity may 
help students to further understand hierarchies 
and how they work.

Kevin: Provide students with examples of many 
fi gures.  Use tools, like photos of buildings, 
drawings, and clipart, that depict shapes in 
diff erent forms.

Megan: During whole-class and small group 
discussions, encourage students to use and 
expect very precise language when describing 
properties of fi gures.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #2
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1

3

Refer to defi nition of a rectangle.

Find suitable answer option.

A parallelogram with four right angles

Square

Quadrilateral

Rhombus
Parallelogram

2 Use defi nition to eliminate answer options.
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SQUARING OFF
Who is correct – Zeus or Poseidon?
As Poseidon and Zeus moved on to another round of “Shape Up,” 
another disagreement occurred. Zeus said that a parallelogram 
is a trapezoid, while Poseidon said that a parallelogram is not a 
trapezoid.

Who is correct –Zeus or Poseidon?

5.G.B.3

Understand that 
attributes belonging 
to a category of two-
dimensional fi gures 
also belong to all 
subcategories of that 
category. For example, all 
rectangles have four right 
angles and squares are 
rectangles, so all squares 
have four right angles.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath Squaring Off 1 of 2

Who is correct? Explain how you know.

A parallelogram is clearly defi ned as a quadrilateral with 
two pairs of opposite parallel sides. A trapezoid, though, 
has varying defi nitions. In defi nition 1, a trapezoid is 
defi ned as a quadrilateral with exactly one pair of opposite 
parallel sides.  In defi nition 2, a trapezoid is defi ned as a 
quadrilateral with at least one pair of opposite parallel 
sides.

In the case of defi nition 1, a parallelogram can never by a 
trapezoid.  Therefore, Poseidon would be correct.

In the case of defi nition 2, all parallelograms are trapezoids 
(as they do have at least one pair of parallel sides).  
Therefore, Zeus would be correct.
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

Squaring Off 

Write ALL, SOME, or NO in the blank to make each sentence true.

____________________ pentagons are polygons.1)

____________________ squares are rhombuses.3)

____________________ parallelograms are rectangles.6)

____________________ acute triangles are isosceles triangles.2)

____________________ equilateral triangles are obtuse triangles.5)

____________________ rectangles are parallelograms.4)

____________________ trapezoids are quadrilaterals.7)

Write each attribute in the Venn Diagram where it belongs.8)

Draw and describe a fi gure Isaiah 
might use to prove he is correct.

a) Draw and describe a fi gure Dominique 
might use to prove she is correct.

b)

Isaiah says that a parallelogram is a square. Dominique says a parallelogram is not a square.9)

Quadrilateral

Four right angles

Opposite sides
parallel

All sides of 
equal length

All

All

Some

Some

No

All

All

Isaiah might say that this parallelogram is 
a square because it is a quadrilateral with 
opposite sides parallel, and it also has 
congruent sides and four right angles.

Dominique might say that this parallelogram is not 
a square because although it is a quadrilateral and 
it’s opposite sides are parallel, all four sides are not 
congruent and it does not have four right angles.

All sides of 
equal length
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Being adept in the basic structure and organization of 2-dimensional fi gures leads to success with other 
important aspects of Geometry, like fi gures in three dimensions and formulas for both 2-D & 3-D fi gures. In 
It’s a Polygon World, Mandy is getting ready for a Geometry test. While she is studying, she listens to music 
by Lady Omega and eventually falls asleep. She then has a dream about writing a song with Lady Omega 
about the hierarchy and properties of polygons.  The data provided are the lyrics to their song, with some 
words left out.

Answer: Students should fi ll in the following words, in this order – quadrilateral; square; quadrilateral; 
rectangle; equilateral; isosceles; scalene; trapezoid; one; polygon; two; and parallel.

MidSchoolMath 1

LESSON:  IT'S A POLYGON WORLD
What are the missing lyrics?

It's a Polygon World

5.G.B.4Geometry

Classify two-dimensional fi gures in a hierarchy based on properties.

Immersion

Play It's a Polygon World Immersion video, whole-class. 
Restate the question: What are the missing lyrics?
Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we 
need to know?" 

•

•

•

1

2 Data & Computation

Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to 
students.        
Allow students work time. Ask students "Does your answer 
make sense?"
Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical 
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.        
Allow students to revise their work. 

•

•

•

•

3 Resolution

Play It's a Polygon World Resolution video, whole-class. 
Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
Assign Simulation Trainer, as available.

•

•

•

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard

The Math SimulatorTM 
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MidSchoolMath 2It's a Polygon World

Clicker Quiz
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

5.G.B.4Geometry

Gladys:  A review of learnings from 4.G.A.2 
might be benefi cial before beginning this 
standard. This includes discussion around 
the presence or absence of parallel and 
perpendicular lines in fi gures, as well as the 
presence or absence of angles of a specifi ed 
size.

Kevin: It may be helpful to keep a hierarchy 
of geometric fi gures handy throughout this 
standard. Consider developing the hierarchy 
with your students.

Megan: Consider asking students to draw 
their own polygon, preferably irregular, and 
having them describe it with as many specifi c 
properties as possible. Then ask them to try to 
classify it based on a geometric hierarchy chart.

Kevin
Simpson

Gladys
Graham

Megan
LeBleu

Ex. Clicker Quiz #2
Standard Math Procedures

Instruction at a Glance

1 Refer to defi nitions of answer options.

Quadrilaterals - polygons with four sides

Parallelograms - quadrilaterals with two pairs of 
opposite parallel sides
Rhombuses - quadrilaterals with four equal sides 
and four equal angles

A: Quadrilaterals

2 Determine which defi nition corresponds to all 
shapes in the image.
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IT’S A POLYGON WORLD
What are the missing lyrics?

Even after her test, Mandy was still singing and thinking about 
polygons. The next night she had another dream where she and 
Lady Omega added a verse about hexagons to their song. When 
she woke up the next morning, Mandy wrote down the new verse, 
but couldn’t remember some of the lyrics.

Fill in the missing lyrics.

5.G.B.4

Classify two-dimensional 
fi gures in a hierarchy 
based on properties.

About this standard

Date PeriodName

MidSchoolMath It’s a Polygon World 1 of 2
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

MidSchoolMath 2 of 2

Date PeriodName

How might this standard appear on a test?

It’s a Polygon World

Use the hierarchy chart to help you determine if each statement is true or false.1)

Name three shapes that are quadrilaterals. Then explain the similarities and diff erences in 
their properties.

2)

Fill in the NAME column with every name that applies to the given property. Choose from 
Quadrilateral, Trapezoid, Parallelogram, Rhombus, Rectangle, and Square.

3)

Stacey said a rhombus is always a square. Joel said a square is always a rhombus. 
Use what you know about the properties of these shapes to explain who is correct.

4)

Answers may vary.

Squares, rhombuses, and trapezoids all have four sides. Squares and rhombuses have 
four sides of equal length. Squares and rhombuses have two pairs of parallel sides while 
trapezoids have at least one pair of parallel sides. Squares always have four right angles, 
rhombuses sometimes have four right angles, and trapezoids never have four right angles.

Joel is correct. A square shares all the properties of a rhombus, but a 
rhombus does not share all the properties of a square. The properties of 
both a rhombus and a square are 4 sides, 2 pairs of parallel sides, and 4 
sides of equal length. The square, though, also has 4 right angles.

Square Rhombus Trapezoid
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Scott LaidlawLead Designer

5.G.A.1 - Avalanche Rescue Training
Kate Martin as Patrol Director

Malia Reeves as Snow Safety Director
Ski Patroller Travis as Ski Patroller
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5.G.A.2 - The Waterfall Hunter

Kate Martin as Daniella Scott
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Kate Martin as Artemis

5.G.B.4 - It's a Polygon World
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5.NBT.A.2 - The Power of 10!
Kate Martin as Dr. Lecie Vector

5.NBT.A.3a - Paycheck Pain
Rich Greywolf as Cicero

Kate Martin as Fabia
Simón O’Brien as Roman Exchange Banker

Chris Morel as Exchange Bank Guard
 

5.NBT.A.3b - Puppy Playdate
Michelle Moore as Announcer (VO)

Bear Schacht as Ryan Sharma
Adam Overly-Black as JT Kellerman

Kate Martin as Regina Erlich

5.NBT.A.4 - Round & Round
Kate Martin as Glam City

Eli Collignon as DJ Mastermind
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Michelle Moore as Jen from Finance (VO)
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Kate Martin as Kim O’Hara
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Rich Greywolf as Patrick Song

Kate Martin as Mary Read
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Kate Martin as Fabia
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Kate Martin as Farmer Kate
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Kate Martin as Cora Malone
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Noah Yacko as Coyote

Gina Gargone as Columbina
Kate Martin as Beeblossom

Steve Moser as Oberon
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Kate Martin as Dr. Maria Equinas

Bella as Sick Horse
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Kate Martin as Farmer Ellie

5.NF.B.5a - Sweet Success!
Michelle Moore as Announcer (VO)

Lily Sanborn as Sammy Sweet
Olivia Tennant as Savannah Sweet

Kate Martin as Big Sister Jackie
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Jason Pfeifer as Kenneth

Ana Chavez as Marie
Kate Martin as Miss Bryce
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Michelle Moore as Announcer (VO)
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Rich Greywolf as Patrick Song

Kate Martin as Mary Read
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Kate Martin as Beeblossom
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MidSchoolMath

Fixing middle school's greatest problem

The US decline from 4th grade 
to 10th grade is the largest in 
the world on International tests

in math. Nearly every district across 
the country experiences a drop in 
proficiency in math during the middle 
grades.  

MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum is developed to fix this problem 
through a fundamentally different approach. As the centerpiece to the curriculum, 
The Math SimulatorTM creates a rich context for students to develop variables, 
comprehend the functional purpose of math, and prepares them for the transition 
from middle school to high school math.

The premium digital and print curriculum is ideally used as core curriculum in traditional districts and schools that can 
provide access to internet and devices (i.e. Chromebooks, laptops, iPads) at least twice a week. 

The Mid School Math Cliff

Comprehensive Print & Digital Curriculum

Technical Support: techsupport@midschoolmath.com

575.224.1480

Sales and Information: info@midschoolmath.com

www.midschoolmath.com


